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Get the BEST for YOUR STATION!
dirkg
Call our television specialists to see our ' 94 demo reel full of new spots. We'll work
with you to develop powerful, cost effective television campaigns that set your
station apart from the competition.

Get your new demo of '
We Play the Hits" produced for KIIS-FM in Los Angeles.
Your package will be delivered to you on CD and you'll get a full 99-cut CD of brand
new production beds, logos, production elements and effects that are exclusive to
you in your market when you buy the jingle package. Also, call about our other
new packages that will be ready for the Spring Book.

1 00s

Call about our newest production library, SlamDunk! Nineteen discs in the initial
shipment that are filled with brand new tracks, production elements, and effects
that are in styles that you can really use and get your money's worth!

Truly the World Standard® in CD music libraries for radio—used by over 3,000
stations. These are highly researched libraries for virtually all formats. We use
100% digital masters for the best sound you can buy. No data compression
means clean, clear sound on your station all the time. Our computer systems
clean up any problems in the original recordings... no matter how old or new the
song.
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DIGITAL AUDIO
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COMPACT®
The best selection of the newest releases delivered to you on CO each week.
popular formats are covered: AC/CHR/COUNTRY/URBAN/AOR
and MODERN ROCK.

All

DIGITAL AUDIO

The music scheduling software that's the choice of over 600 stations. Powerful,
comprehensive—yet easy to use. Call for full details and a demo disc. GoldDisc®
data bases can come pre-loaded to save you even more time and effort!
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POWERPLAY

For information call: (800) TM CENTURY

COME SEE US AT THE 1994 NAB, BOOTH 1926
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THE WORLD'S
OLDEST DISC RETRIEVAL S
YSTEM

THE WORLD'S
NEWEST DISC RETRIEVAL S
YSTEM

No matter how technologically advanced
an industry may become, it's always agood
idea to keep things simple. Well, what could
be simpler than programming audio by
hand? The Pioneer CAC-V3200 Compact
Disc Autochanger.
As aprofessional audio user, you'll be
impressed that it provides access to 300
CD's with uninterrupted playback
thanks to dual CD players. And
they can be connected together to
program thousands of CD's. You'll
also appreciate that its built-in interface makes it pre-programmable for error-free
playback by almost any computer. And its
fade-in and fade-out capabilities, pitch control, and analog and digital outputs make it a
remarkably ingenious piece of equipment.
However, if you just want to get practical
about the whole thing, you can look at it this way, too. The CD Autochanger makes
audio programming so absolutely efficient and error-free that your life will be made
easier and your business could become more profitable. Which makes it seem rather
impractical not to find out more.
Call Pioneer and ask about the CAC-V3200
(V) PI O NEER
Compact Disc Autochanger. You'll find it to be
The Art of Entertainment
asimple decision that deserves abig hand.

01994 Pioneer New Meda Technologes. Inc . Cable 8 Broadcast Systems Group. 600 E Crescent Ave , Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458-1827, (201)327-6400
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For 25 Years I.T.C. Has Brought
Standard Setting Audio Products to Radio.

NOW

ITC's

Digital Audio System for Radio

BEGINS THE NEXT 25!

‘(

•All the benefits of a complete audio management and delivery system.
•All the proven value and dependability of an ITC product.
•All the advantages of digital technology.
hat's DigiCenter....Another significant advancement in broadcasting that will expand your capabilities in programming, management, and delivery of
pure digital audio sound.
DigiCenter is brought to radio by ITC—
the company serving you so well for 25
years. And, we'll be around for another
25, continuing our reputation for benchmark products, and for customer service.

See DigiCenter in action. We'll give you ahands-on
demonstration of how DigiCenter will expand your
horizons both operationally and economically. Find out
how DigiCenter improves audio quality,
personnel performance and station profitability. Call us and begin your future today.

THE BENCHMARK IN

BROADCASTING AUDIO

For the past 25 years...

rrc

1-800-447-0414
For the NEXT 25 years

Corporation • 2425 South Main Street • Bloomington, IL 61702 U.S.A. • (309) 828-1381
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THE NAME OF THIS GAME
IS MAKING MONEY.

Lots of money. Because The Team Sports Radio is aformat specifically designed to generate
revenue. How? Three ways. First, it's unique. It's your chance to grab the sports/talk niche in
your market and run with it. Second,The Team Sports Radio has aproven ability to create a
core audience of loyal, passionate listeners.And third,The Team Sports Radio is more than just
another radio buy. It gives you the chance to offer lucrative sports event marketing... as well as
merchandising and promotional opportunities that your competitors can only dream about.
The Team Sports Radio... it's made to make money. Call Mike Tyler today at 1-800-876-3303 for
full information and afree demo.You're the winner.., when you join The Team!

1-800-876-3303
For national advertising sales, call Media America at 2I
2-302-1100
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES

It's Not PC To Be Politically
Correct

Jingle so
Á1W

RETAIL CLIENT JINGLES

Hot...Fast...Affordable!

Radio has aresponsibility to be politically incorrect on occasion. We have
the voice and the power to make adifference when we see an injustice in our
community, in Congress or in our nation. You have the right and the responsibility to air editorial opinions when
you strongly feel the urge. Yes, you will
offend some city officials who may no
longer grant you that big annual promotion with the city, you may offend a
congressional candidate who may no
longer spend his lowest unit rate on your
station, and you may even offend some
listeners and advertisers. So what. They
may disagree with you, but they will
respect you.
n today's environment, being PC
Too few people are standing up for
(politically correct) is alot easier than
their beliefs, and too many are concerned
not. It seems that everyone is so conabout what others think. As an operator
cerned about being PC that our country of aRadio station, you owe it to yourself,
is diluting the important process of conyour community and the freedoms we
flict and disagreement. To me this overhave been granted to stop being PC and
ripening of the PC movement is borderstart being responsibly PI ( politically ining on fascism. By making something correct). If we allow this PC movement
politically unpopular, we're becoming to continue, we risk losing our ability to
subtly controlled.
express our opinions in the future. Iurge
Radio is spending alot of time being you to use your Radio station and your
PC. For instance, aboard member of a community or industry standing to
trade organization told me he recently
do more than play the hits. By standavoided raising an important issue which
ing up for your beliefs, you'll make
would be unpopular. Raising the issue
some enemies, but you'll also make
could have made adifference, but it adifference.
was politically incorrect to bring it
up. So he didn't.
A manager recently told me that his
station airs Howard Stern although he
was personally opposed to the program
and what it stood for. He felt he would
To reach me, write:
lose his job and become the laughingRADIO INK,
stock of the industry because being
B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher
8000 North Federal Highway
against Stern would not be politically
Boca Raton, FL 33487
correct. His justification: "Ican't face my
Phone: ( 407) 995-9075
Fax: ( 407) 995-8498
neighbors, but the money is great."

I

Just $79
plus shipping

FREE

demo kit!

Lock in Annual Dollars!
30 days to final product!
•
Major

market sound!

Unconditional money back guarantee!
•

Get 6rnixouts
:30 Donut/ : 30 vocal tag
:30 Instrumental/ : 60 donut
:60 Weave/ : 60 vocal tag
•

1-800-950-5787
Another great offer from

Radio Concepts, Inc.
Hot sound...Great Price!
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LE'TrE RS
The NAB Speaks Out
In youreditorial in the Jan. 31-Feb.13
issue, you discussed the "controversy"
surrounding the forthcoming Radio Show
to be held in Los Angeles. You indicated
that many broadcasters have suggested a
return of the NRBA and/or formation of
new splinter groups. In another paragraph you stated that much of the NAB's
recent focus has been financial ... and
more consideration should be given to
asking "what's good for Radio." Also
mentioned was aperceived isolation from
broadcasters other than the Radio "elite."
In response, let me begin by summarizing some recent activities of the NAB
in behalf of Radio:
1. Avoided legislation that would have
reduced/eliminated abusiness' ability to
deduct the cost of Radio as an ad expense;
2. Achieved passage of abill in the
House of Representatives to help Radio
broadcasters compete for loan- and leaserelated advertising by reducing disclosure requirements. A similar bill in the
Senate needs passage ;
3. Fought proposals to establish performance Radio royalties ( ongoing) ;
4. Achieved acap of 10 percent on
lease fees for tower sites on public land
instead of the increases of up to 1,000
percent sought by afederal agency ;
5. Obtained achange in the tax code
that allows stations to amortize intangible assets ;
6. Encouraged Radio manufacturers to
produce inexpensive AMAX AM receivers ;
7. Encouraged quick deployment of
RBDS and educated Radio broadcasters
on its marketing, promotional and revenue potential ;
8. Establishedianuary as Radio Month,
to begin in 1995 ;
9. Encouraged development of alandbased, in- band, on- channel DAB system
for both AM and FM ;
10. Fought satellite DAB with the aim
of ensuring that terrestrial DAB be implemented before satellite DAB by opposing FCC issuance of satellite DAB CPs ;
1. Assured that the House Campaign
Reform Bill would not include areinstatement of the fairness doctrine ;
12. Researched/documented to the industry the $40 million annual market in
FM subcarrier audio and data services ;

13. Lobbied andjoined court challenges to
lower the FCC's base fines for broadcastrelated rules violations. Reduced some
fines by as much as 50 percent ;
14. Worked with Senators Hollings,
Danforth and Inouye to provide legislation that would include Radio and TV in
the National Information Infrastructure.
A Senate bill has been introduced.
To continue — the NAB must concern itself with proper financial footing.
Without the proper funding it would be
impossible to properly represent the industry. And remember, the NRBA had
only two or three employees in D.C. The
organization had no government relations, legal, science and technology departments and so on. It would be naive to
believe that afew hundred broadcasters
paying minimum fees could fund an organization that would provide broadcasters with representation in D.C.
Regarding the needs of the Radio
industry and the NAB, each month prior
to the full NAB Executive Committee
meeting, the Radio Executive committee
meets for almost afull day — the TV
officers do not have such ameeting. The
Radio Executive Committee is in constant communication with the members
of the Radio Board. The Radio Board
now numbers 36 broadcasters representing every size market, networks and
groups. At the last Radio Executive Committee meeting there were 25 items on
the agenda that included membership
reports, user fees, auto leasing co-sponsors, beer and wine warnings, DAB,
RBDS, etc. Further, informal luncheons
were scheduled with FCC staff to discuss
license renewal expectancy for duopolies/
LMAs and small market ownership caps.
Another luncheon is scheduled for the
near future. We have additional items for
discussion that include EBS and EEO. A
recent meeting in D.C. of the Small/
Medium Market Committee discussed
topics that affect those markets, and there
will be follow-through by staff and additional discussions.
We have a hard-working and capable staff at the NAB. The directors of
the NAB are committed and spend a
great deal of time on industry and NAB
items. Also the directors are in touch
with broadcasters in their districts. Quite

often, directors are responsible for actions at the NAB because of the type of
input they provide through contact with
other broadcasters. Ido not believe there
could be an organization more in tune to
the needs of the industry.
What troubles me is that there always seems to be a small group who
voices dissatisfaction. Don't misunderstand me, I'm always in favor of suggestions and meaningful criticism. But too
often, those who complain never participate in our industry's lobbying efforts or
seem to understand how important their
participation could be in those activities.
The National Association of Broadcasters is just what the name implies —
an association composed of broadcasters. The NAB wants the input and involvement of all broadcasters. If you like
what we're doing, let us know. If you question it, pick up the phone or write aletter.
Believe me, your thoughts will be considered and you will definitely hear back.
The convention in LA will be aRadio
convention. Radio will have its own hotels
and meeting rooms. The exhibit floor
will be larger, but you will have no trouble
finding the Radio exhibitors.
The Radio Steering Committee
headed by Bill Stakelin has some exciting
and innovative ideas for the 1994 Radio
Show. We intend to develop aRadio convention that will draw more attendees this year
and in future years. And, yes, we need our
convention to be financially successful.
Broadcast stations are licensed by
the federal government. As such, we have
more challenges by the regulators than
does any other industry. The NAB's government relations department can give
you facts and figures to verify that. The
NAB intends to provide the best possible
representation and services. We need
the support of all broadcasters and we
need to be financially viable.
Robert L. Fox
Chairman, NAB Radio Board
Chairman/CEO, KVEN Broadcasting Corp.
Ventura, CA
ADDRESS ALL LETTERS TO:
Reader Letters, c/o Radio Ink, 8000 N.
Federal Highway, Boca Raton, FL 33487.
Or fax to 407-995-8498. Each letter should
include your full name, address and telephone number, and may be edited for
clarity or space.
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by Reed Bunzel

TOP STORY
Arbitron Tries To Boost
Response Rates
In an attempt to keep its survey response rates from sagging
further, (
Radio Ink, Feb. 14-27), Arbitron has introduced several
new procedures designed to improve diary return among
participants. Beginning with the Winter 1994 survey, Arbitron is
attempting to place diaries more quickly after initial recruitment
— and in the Spring '94 survey the company will incorporate
special packaging of diaries for larger households.
Operating on the assumption that the shorter the period
between the time aperson agrees to participate in the survey and
the start of that survey, the better the rate of return, Arbitron is
placing its diaries in the hands of participants no later than two
weeks after the initial recruitment call. To do this, Arbitron has
modified software and systems to speed up the placement
process, and will maintain a high level of respondent contact
throughout the recruiting and placement stages. The company
initiated apilot program in the Winter '93 survey which showed
that households that received their diaries within two weeks of
recruitment were significantly more likely to respond to the
survey than those where diaries took up to four weeks to arrive.
Another ongoing challenge for Arbitron has been to make
sure that diaries sent to participating households actually were
distributed to members of that household. While not commonly
tracked for response rate diagnosis, larger households tend to
return diaries at a rate lower than the rest of the general
population. Suspected reasons for this include the possibility
that the person opening the carton in which the diaries arrive
either keeps the monetary premiums or does not pass on the
diaries to the appropriate household member, or that the
individual who initially agrees to participate in the survey is not
able to persuade other family members to do the same.
To tackle this problem, Arbitron has devised apackaging
system that places each person's diary, premium, and how-to
brochure in aseparate sleeve. This way, the diary, directions, and
incentive are more likely to reach each person in the household.
Results of these new procedures won't be known for several
months, but Arbitron should be commended for addressing a
problem that increasingly has plagued it — and other research
companies — in today's fast-growing world of telemarketing.

Network Radio Audience Declines
Despite solid revenue growth during 1993, network Radio
audiences decreased nearly io percent according to newly
released RADAR 48 figures vs. RADAR 47. In fact, 13 out of 14
networks lost audience, including six double-digit declines. Only
ABC's Galaxy posted an audience increase with a 5.3 percent
gain. Audiences to young adult networks decreased 16 percent,
while the number of people listening to adult networks was down
8percent. Early analysis did not provide any conclusive reason
for this decline, but CBS Radio Networks VP/Research Paul
Bronstein suggested that it could be attributed to adecline in
time spent listening. "Generally, both network and total Radio
reported abnormally low listener levels during this tracking
period. However, network Radio still maintains its total weekly
reach of about 145 million listeners."
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NEWS RECAP

AccuRatings Adds Eight More Markets
AccuRatings is rolling out eight new market reports — seven
in the Winter '94 schedule and one additional market effective
Spring '94 — bringing to 25 the total number of markets
surveyed. New markets include Boston, Kalamazoo, Lansing,
Monroe, LA, Orlando, Salinas-Monterey, San Antonio, and
Savannah. AccuRatings also is unveiling three new products: 1)
asupplementary ratings book in which audience estimates are
expressed in terms of "average persons" and "average persons
ratings," 2) "AccuRatings for Windows," anew software program
designed to allow clients to produce customized demos, and 3)
data tapes in the format required by agency buying software.

Premiere Trades Madden, Costas To Major
Premiere Radio Networks has dealt five of its sports
programs, acquired last November in a deal with Olympia, to
Major Networks for $ 2.7 million. Included in the program
package are Coast To Coast With Bob Costas, John Madden's
Sports Calendar, John Madden's Sports Quiz, Inside Sports
Magazine, and Flashback. Terms of the deal included Premiere's
agreement to serve as exclusive sales representative for the five
programs in exchange for additional compensation. The company expects to realize a $ 1million gain in the sale, for an
increase of $. 33 per share.

Safe Harbor Under Reconsideration (Again)
The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington has decided to
allow all nine judges of the court to reconsider arecent ruling that
struck down the Federal Communication Commission's midnight-to-six a.m. "safe harbor," mandated by Congress. In
November, athree-judge panel of the same court rejected that
safe harbor period for being overly restrictive and for not properly
weighing viewers' and listeners' First Amendment rights. That
decision has been set aside pending anew ruling of the full court,
which is considered by many legal observers to be significantly
more conservative than the three-judge panel.

NAB Warns Against Beer-Wine Complacency
The National Association of Broadcasters is warning the
Radio and television industries not to misinterpret the stall of the
Sensible Advertising and Family Education Act as defeat of this
piece of legislation. To the contrary: The bill's chief sponsor, Sen.
Strom Thurmond (R-SC), is delaying avote until he is confident
that he has enough votes for it to pass the full Senate. While
Thurmond's office officially denies it, Radio Ink has learned that
athird alternative bill (substitute legislation was introduced by
Thurmond earlier this year, Radio Ink, Feb.14-27) is being floated
in order to garner more support. Jon Chambers, minority staff
director for the Senate Commerce Committee and aide to Sen.
John Danforth (R- MO) told NAB's State Leadership Conference
last month that, even if the bill passed the Senate, it had little
chance of passing the House. NAB urges broadcasters to help
defeat it before it has achance of passing out of committee.
E
Correction: In both the 4th Quarter 1993 Wrap- Up (Jan. 17-30) and
Million Dollar Club (Jan. 31- Feb. 13), it was stated that KGRT-FM
Port Sulphur, LA was part of the $100 million package of stations
sold by Newmarket to Radio Equity Partners. The call letters
should have read KGTR-FM, and should not be confused with
KGRT-FM Las Cruces, NM, which has not been sold.

NEWS FEATURE

Radio Stocks are as Strong as the Bull

B

by Reed Bunzel
period is as crazy as the '8os, except that
we've shifted from getting free money
from the banks to free money from the
stock market. If we get a500-point correction, some of these Radio companies will
be selling for three bucks apop."

turn. Short-term yields of Treasury bonds
or certificates of deposit remain far too
low for the massive shift in investments
public offerings (IPOs) and the disastrous
that would trigger a crash. Still, some
feeding frenzy the Radio industry experieconomists believe that aio percent to 15
enced in the late 19805 can find amixed
percent downturn in stock prices any time
message in the recent behavior of the
soon would have aresounding impact on
stock market. The good news is that IPOs
No Crash in Sight
the U.S. economy in general — and, by
have allowed anumber of strong broadFew analysts predict such a downextrapolation, the Radio industry. Accordcast companies to grow and/
ing to a recent article in the Wall
or solidify in the absence of
Street Journal, far more household
Radio Stocks Ranked By Price/Forward Cash Row
traditional lending or other
wealth is invested in the market
Date Of
Price
Value/ % Gain
sources ofequity. The downtoday
(13.4 percent) than during
Company
IPO (2/28)
C.F. (loss)
side is that "as the market
October 1987 (9.5 percent), when
Radio Centro [ RC]
7/1/93 $ 27.25
17.1
82%
goes, so goes IPOs."
stocks took a 23 percent " correcInfinity [ INFTA]
1/29/94
32.00
13.1
311%
Simply put, if the stock
tional" plunge. Even a modest reBPI [ BPIX]
9/27/93
13.50
10.3 (7%)
market finds reason to corEmmis [ EMMS]
2/23/94
16.00
9.4
3%
alignment of the market easily could
rect itself, Radio issues —
EZ Comm. [ EZCIA]
8/
11/93
15.50
9.1
4%
send the 61 million individuals who
Evergreen [ EVGM]
5/10/93
16.25
8.9
2%
just like any other stock —
have invested in stocks or stock
Children's B'cst. [AAHS]
5/13/93
4.13
8.6
313%
could be gored by the very
SFX [ SFXBA]
9/ 29/93
14.75
8.6 (2%)
mutual funds into shock — and
bull that gave them their
Multimarket [ RDIOA]
7/22/93
7. 13
8.4
2%
quickly truncate any economic rePremiere Radio [ PRNI]
4/28/93
10.75
8.2
79%
running start. As one broadcovery in the corporate sector.
Saga [ SGA1
12/14/92
15.13
8.2
32%
caster told Radio Ink, "
This
Most Radio stocks have perCopyright 1994, Paul Kagan & Associates.
formed admirably since their initial
offerings, but — just as in any financial
venture — potential investors would be
wise to perform full due diligence on the
companies now in the market.
"What we have is a liquidity-driven
market that has pushed the demand up
for things that make more money than the
traditional investments, which currently
have very low yield," says broker Gary
Stevens. "As long as they have historically
low yields, we're going to have avery hot
stock market." As afunction of this, new
stocks not only have been relatively easy
DAVE GIFFORD INTERNATIONAL
to sell, but also to trade up after their
initial offering. "What is driving this market is the fact that any halfway decent
entity that is selling stock — whether it's
SALES TURNAROUNDS AND TROUBLESHOOTING
Boston Chicken or aRadio group — has
IN-STATION AND GROUP OWNER SALES TRAINING
unparalleled access to the public markets."
roadcasters who draw parallels between today's virtual bull market in initial

SALES
TURNAROUNDS!
dluGIFFORD
SALES, MANAGEMENT & ADVERTISER SEMINARS
NEW ACCOUNT SALES AND CLIENT DEVELOPMENT
TAKEOVER COUNSEL TO FIRST STATION OWNERS
1143 TAOS HWY., BANTA FE, NM 87501
1 - 800-TALK 01F • ( 505) 989-7007

REVENUE REPAIRS FOR ALL SIZE MARKETS
Circle Reader Service # 130

Shift to Secondary
Which begs the question: Is today's
market less discriminating than it ought to
be? " Probably," says Stevens, who notes
that if the market were to take aio percent
correction, some companies with weak
financials likely could find their shares
trading at significantly lower prices. The
bottom line, he says, is "to be sure you're
investing in a business that has strong
fundamentals. Look at their market posi12 >
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Washington-At-A-Glance"'
• The FCC has dropped its claim (and apair of fines totalling $39,750) that certain
programming broadcast by Evergreen Media was indecent. In turn, Evergreen — which
had refused to pay the fines — will make asettlement payment of Sio,000 to
the U.S. Treasury.

SOLD!

• The FCC has revoked the licenses of WDIX-AM Yadkinville, NC and WNNQ-AM
Ashburn, GA, for lack of compliance (both stations were dark).
• Reading, PA Eagle and Times is suing WAGO-AM/WIOV-FM for copyright infringement; newspaper alleges the stations too closely paraphrased or directly read its news
copy on the air.
• Judge in Chicago refuses request of WBBM-FM morning jock Joe Bohannon to
dismiss defamation suit filed by Chicago anchor Joan Esposito, who claims Bohannon
questioned the paternity of her baby and asked listeners whether she should get an
abortion. The Chicago Sun- Times says the judge also has ordered CBS to hand over the
tape of the broadcast in question. The baby's father was Esposito's husband,
now deceased.
• Following last month's flurry of violations of FCC EEO policy, the National
Association of Broadcasters has issued updated EEO guidelines for stations. A base
forfeiture of $12,500 is levied on broadcasters who have not recruited actively in an
effort to obtain an adequate pool of minority and female applicants for at least twothirds of all vacancies during the preceding license term. Stations that recruited
minorities and women for less than one-third of all positions face an additional $6,250
"upward adjustment." Additional forfeitures are assessed if stations have had alarge
number of hiring opportunities or are in an area with alarge minority labor force and
have not developed an adequate pool of minority applicants.

WJM7_,FM, Greenville, South
Carolina from AmCom
Caninas, Inc., George R.
Francis, Jr., Chairman, to
1-1MW Communications, Inc.,
Owen Weber, President, for
$5,200,000.
George I. Otwell
and
Randall E. Jeffery
Brokers

Additional labor force data is available from the FCC by calling 202 632 7069.

Million Dollar Club"
For March ul, 1994
$26M:WDAS-AWFM PHILADELPHIA; SELLER: UNITY BROADCASTING NETWORK; BUYER: BEASLEY BROADCAST

GROUP; BROKER: AMERICOM RADIO BROKERS.

$10.7M:WCKT-FM LEHIGFI ACRES (
F
T. MYERS), FL; SELLER: SANDAB COMMUNICATIONS; BUYER: RADIO EQUITY

PARTNERS; BROKER: RICHARD AFOREMAN Assoc.

$10.3M:KSSK-AWFM AND KUPU-FM (
CP)HONOLULU- PEARL CITY, HI AND KRZR-FM HANFORD (FRESNO),
CA;SELLER: OLYMPUS PRIVATE PLACEMENT FUND L.P.; BUYER: WHEELING-PITTSBURGH RADIO CORP.
$6M:WTHE-AM MINEOLA (LONG ISLAND), NY AND WVNI-AM OAKLAND, NJ; SELLER: MARVIN KOSOFSY;

BUYER: HOWARD AND MIRIAM WARSHAW.

ELLIOT B. EVERS
415-391-4877
GEORGE I. OTWELL
513-769-4477
BRIAN E. COBB
CHARLES E. GIDDENS
703-827-2727
RANDALL E. JEH-ERY
RANDALL E. JEFFERY, JR.
407-295-2572
RADIO and TELEVISION
BROKERAGE • APPRAISALS

$5.3M:KJYK-AWKKLD-FM TUCSON, AZ; SELLER: BEHAN BROADCASTING; BUYER: APOGEE COMMUNICATIONS
INC.; BROKER: KALIL & CO.
$3M:KAHZ-AM Fr. WORTH, KCNW-AM FNRWAY, KS, KTEK-AM ALVIN, TX,KYCR-AM GOLDEN VALLEY,
MN, WDCT-AM FAIRFAX, VA, AND WYLO-AM JACKSON, WI ;SELLER: MARSH BROADCASTING CORP.; BUYER:

CHILDREN'S RADIO GROUP INC.

$2.9M:KPLS-AM ORANGE (ANAHEIM); SELLER: NIEBLA FAMILY TRUST, DANIEL VILLANUEVA FAMILY TRUST, AND

JAMES JAY VILLANUEVA FAMILY TRUST; BUYER: CHILDREN'S BROADCASTING CORP.

$1.8M:wwa-Fni KARNs (NASHVILLE), TN; SELLER: WCKS BROADCASTING LTD.; BUYER: JACOR

COMMUNICATIONS INC.; BROKER: AMERICOM RADIO BROKERS.

$1.5M:KMDL-FWKFTE-FM KAPLAN-BREAUX BRIDGE (LAFAYETTE), LA;SELLER: MID-ACADIANA BROADCASTING
CORP.; BUYER: SCHILLING DISTRIBUTING CO.
$1.4M:KVFX-FM MANTECA (MODESTO), CA; SELLER: CAL VALLEY RADIO L.P.; BUYER: COMMUNITY PACIFIC
BROADCASTING CO. L.P.; BROKER: WILLIAM A. EXLINE INC.

MEDIA VENTURE
PARTNERS
WASHINGTON, DC
ORLANDO • CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
Subject to F.C.C. approval

NAB Suite 2831, Las Vegas Hilton
appointments requested
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NEWS FEATURE
4410
tions, check their earnings, see what sort
of plan they have for the use of funds
[generated by the IPO]." Generally, a
company that is paying down its debt is
more attractive than one seeking to acquire more.
According to Bishop Cheen, senior
analyst at Paul Kagan & Associates, many
of the Radio IPOs have posted 30 percent
and 40 percent cash flow growth in the
last year. The biggest challenge for the IPO
now is "just living up to its past," Cheen
says, noting that " most of the best have
already been done ... now the market
shifts into secondary shares.
"The market is becoming more discriminating," he says. While noting that
American Broadcasting failed to complete
its IPO in January, " acompany like Shamrock wouldn't have trouble getting into
the market." While Radio's economic picture is brighter today than during the last
three years, " it's all subject to internal
fundamental swings ... and let's not
forget the recession of '91, where everything went into the tank."
All this said, industry analyst Jim
Duncan calls for the bull market to continue, despite ongoing fluctuations. "Almost all Radio stocks are selling at or
above issue price, and that's agood sign,"
he says. " Market conditions can change,
but currently there are three — possibly
four — companies in the process of
making offerings. We've seen some weakness in Radio stocks in the last few weeks,
but so has the market ... and I've seen
nothing in Radio stocks that differs from
the market as awhole."

"Sorry about the confusion. That's our
`GM SIGNAL' to let Bob across town know
it's time for our staff meeting."

RAMO
Rat] 2

EBE Buffalo Limited Partnership

Corporate Debt Restructuring
of

WJYE-FM
WECK-AM
Buffalo, New York

$5,350,000

Hanevan Financial Services acted as
financial advisor to the Company.

*

NEVAN
INANCIAL
dERVICES

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 420
Marietta, GA 30067
(404) 499-8090

Late Night TV on Radio?
How interested would you be in hearing monologues from television programs
such as The Late Show with David Letterman or The Tonight Show with Jay Leno,
replayed the following morning on your favorite Radio station?

VALUE/GALLUP RADIO POLL
A leek at »Mistier that shape Rail.

Source: Radio Ink—Va/lie/Gallup Radio Poll of 1,003 adults, margin of error + 3%
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FORUM:

Do you consider "remotes" aviable
tool in today's environment?

Perry St. John, VP/Operations
KQEG-FM
La Crosse, WI

Steve Ennen, GM
WUSN-FM
Chicago, IL

emotes are certainly a
viable tool. On the programming side, they are not as valuable as they are from asales
standpoint. Too many times,
remote broadcasts have nothing to offer the listener other
than the fact that the air talent
is at aclient's place of business
and talking about the client's
specials. To the listener, this
is just another commercial. If
there is aspecial event tied
into the remote, i.e., concert
ticket giveaway, tickets to
sports event, or trip registration, then remotes become a
more valuable programming
tool. Otherwise, Idoubt that
the listeners would wait for
the next remote broadcast.
In the sales realm, clients
value having the broadcast live
from their place of business.
Remotes are useful sometimes
as a value-added item. We
have found in highly competitive markets, the price of
the remotes are built in to the
price of the total advertising
package and sometimes presented to appear free to the
client. Radio is still the only
medium that can do remotes
effectively and efficiently. à

fyou believe in the power
of your Radio station, remote
broadcasts are the best way to
demonstrate to an advertiser
just how big an impact your
station has in the community.
Remotes deliver tremendous advantages for both programming and sales. On the
programming side, remotes
place your personalities in direct contact with key station
advertising customers. These
are also great events to meet
listeners and hear what they
are saying about the station.
Big turnouts keep your personalities excited about the
station. And remotes remind
everyone, including air personalities, that Radio is in the
business of moving product
and lets them see their true
drawing and selling power.
Remotes offer unique
sales tools for Radio. Advertisers respect astation that is
willing to come out and work
aday for them in their location. A well- planned and executed successful remote gives
your advertisers — and prospective advertisers — an upclose look at the true power of
the station.
à
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Stephanie Skylar, VP/SM
WCIT-AM/WLSR-FM
Lima, OH

V

iable programming
tool? Yes. Viable sales tool?
Occasionally.
It's tremendous visibility
to have our stations at every
event. We converted abeer
delivery truck into amobile
studio that works as an enormous moving billboard. It's
only natural to want the exposure. Stationality is enhanced
every time we "own" an event
over other media.
But what is so positive for
the station can also be selfserving and awkward when it
comes to setting up at aretail
location. As an adult Radio
station, we don't sell clients
the promise of large crowds.
We provide an opportunity
to communicate in away that's
different from a 60- second
commercial. We sell the fact
that our air talent are great
pitch people, enticing listeners to act.
In our role as expert communicators, we make sure all
expectations are clearly defined prior to the broadcast. A
remote is done to attract viable consumers, not to lure
lookers by giving away meaningless prizes.
isl

G. Michael Donovan, VP/GM
KMTT-FM
Seattle, WA

A

tatime when Radio
stations present themselves as
retail marketing experts, it's
discouraging to think the best
we can come up with is aboom
box and balloons for the kids.
Too often, the remote's contribution to aretail event is
the audio equivalent of search
lights at amovie premiere.
Bored shoppers will stand
and gawk at anything, especially if they can glom onto a
free T-shirt. The real questions are: Did the station's
appearance increase sales for
the event? Did the appearance recruit fresh cume for
the station or at least solidify
the station's image?
More sophisticated retailers are demanding results, not
traffic jams. The viability of
any remote depends upon the
station's image, the client's
expectations, and size of the
attendant buy. We'd rather
drive traffic with awell- tailored enter- to- win promotion,
or alifestyle Grand Prize given
away on- air, than call- in twice
an hour from alocal mall. à
IF Y • U WOULD LIKE •

to respond to a Forum question, call the editorial assistant
at 407-995 -9075.
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CASE STUDY

BIAS 1994 Radio
Yearbook Is Ready For
Immediate Shipment!
?.)

Dwight Case

You spot your PD
lunching with your
competition's GM.
What do you do?

Terry Bond, GM

HI Give You Your Money Back
If In 30 Days You Don't Think
This Is The Best Radio Yearbook
On The Market!

-61l`-e-tA-c)

Tom Buono, President,
BIA Publications, Inc.

•EVERY Commercial Radio Station In
the U.S. Is Included!
•METRO Stations By Arbitron Ranking
Include: Group Owner, Calls,
Frequency, Format, Address, Phone,
Station Contacts, Rep Firm and More!
•NON-METRO Stations Include: City,
State, Calls, Freqency, Address,
Phone, GM, Format 8< More!
•542 Easy-To-Use, Concise Pages...
That Are All Radio!
•Special Sections For Group Owners,
Service Providers & Cross References.
ONLY $ 84.00
Includes Shipping 8( Handling vla UPS

3 Ways To Order
1. Call BIA at (703) 818-2425
2. Fax Your Order: (703) 803-3299
3. Mail Your Order To:
BIA Publications, 14595 Avion Pkwy.,
Suite 500, Chantilly, VA 22021
Include your street address for UPS Shipping
Visa, MasterCard & American Express

/
V /
A
PUBL/CAT/CWS
)/
14595 Avion Pkwy., Suite 500, ChcntiIy, VA 22021

(703) 818 -2425 (703) 803 3299/FAX

Douglas Stewart,

WJPS-AM/FM &

VP/GM

WIKY-FM

KCTC-AM/KYMX-FM

Evansville, IN

Sacramento, CA

ented employees will invariably have interviews and job opportunities. My curiosity would be high. However, Iwouldn't immediately jump to a
conclusion and assume that this employee
was in employment negotiations.
My first responsibility is to safeguard the interest of our station and the
position we own in the market. Iwould:
1. Examine our non- compete file and
be positive that Ihad asigned market
exclusive arrangement with the employee. Iwould hope this would hamper
them from competing within my market.
2. Make sure Ihad a qualified employee within the station to act as an
interim program director.
3. Review all recent PD resumes.
4. Begin networking with Radio colleagues and consultants to build alist of
potential replacements.
5. Have atentative plan of action in
case the employee did quit.
My second responsibility is to my
program director. As coach and counselor ( in anon- threatening manner), I
would
approach them with my concerns. Offering to help them analyze their opportunity,
while reinforcing our company's commitment to them and their development.
An open-door policy will usually
give you the time to be prepared. If your
employees know you care about them
and their future, they will be happier and
more productive. However, your first
and primary concern must be for the
company and its success.
gei

F

irst, I'd check his
expense account to
make sure Iwasn't paying for lunch.
Seriously, I
would handle it in one of
two ways, depending on whether or not
Iconsidered the move for my program
director to be astep up or alateral or
downward step.
If this were astep up, I
would not say
anything to him until he came to me. 1
would do alittle to try to keep him, but
if Ifelt it were an upward move for him,
Iwould be happy for him. Ithink it's
important that the younger people working for us be trained for bigger and better
things ( including my job).
On the other hand, if I
considered it
alateral or downward move, I
would wait
to see what became of the luncheon. If he
approached me to say that he was leaving, Iwould do my best to keep him as I
would not consider the move to be in his
personal best interest.
Ialways hate to lose good people,
but not if they're taking astep up or
entering fields they feel more comfortable in. Ilike to feel Iam training everybody for someplace else. Iam just astep
along the road of life. Growth is what life
is all about.
à

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RESPOND
to aCase Study scenario, call the editorial
assistant at 407-995-9075.
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Case History # 83

No Information, No Sleep
ANortheast station manager confided to his CBSI representative that his new owners were not getting
enough information from the computer system they had. They needed more detailed reports, faster
billing to speed up cash flow and historical tracking. And, since the business was new to them, they
wanted projections that looked ahead more than three months and had the ability to tailor reports to their
management style.

CLASSIC
TRAFFIC & BILLING
SOFTWARE

The solution was CBSI Classic. No system provides more information or flexibility.
It allows you to view sales up to 15 months ahead, speeds cash flow with automatic
billing, has automatic weekly scheduling, adaily report and asales analyzer. And
that's just the start. So if lack of information is the problem, CBSI is the solution.
Call your CBSI representative today—you'll sleep better tonight.

Straight Talk From The Big Name In Broadcast Systems

Custom Business Systems, Inc.

Call 1-800-547-3930 in the USA and Canada
Telephone ( 503) 271-3681 • FAX ( 503) 271-5721
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Triggering Events
It's Not the Ad, It's the Need

by Chris Lytle

W

The right question is, "Why did you

hen Ispeak at amajor convention like NAB, I
usually go out before and
buy anew suit. The NAB is an important
showcase, and the audience is filled with
successful broadcasters who buy sales
and management training.
The clothing salesperson who asks
me, "Where are you going to wear your
new suit for the first time?" can often
make abigger sale.
The speech at the NAB is atriggering event. Triggering events are the forces
that cause people to go into the market
for aproduct. Advertising, even Radio
advertising using Optimum Effective
Schedules, will not create aneed.
People Respond to Needs, Not Ads
Early in my Radio career, Icalled on
Octopus Car Wash. Soon, they were
running regular Radio schedules. The
client wanted to make sure the advertising was working. He personally asked
100 customers, "Why did you come to
Octopus Car Wash today?" You may
have already guessed the results: 97 percent responded that their car was dirty ; 3
percent indicated that they needed gas.
Nobody mentioned the Radio ads. The
client was asking the wrong questions.

QUICKREADTM
• Radio advertising doesn't create markets, it speaks to people who already
have needs and problems.
•Clients often mistakenly equate mentions with results.
•Triggering events are more powerful, thus
more "top-of-mind" than advertising.
•Targeting people who have already
experienced the triggering event can
trigger more results for your clients.

RAMO
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gering events that cause the need for a
come to Octopus Car Wash instead of new TV set: 1) Their TV set breaks ;
the other 17 car
washes in town?"
Adirty car is
Advertising, even Radio advertising using
the triggering
Optimum Effective Schedules, will not
event that causes
people to need a
create a need.
car wash. Ads are
rarely the triggering event. Idon't go into my local
True Value Hardware store and say, "Hi,
Pat Summerall sent me." Isay, "Where's
the paint department?"
The triggering event is not even that
Ineeded paint. The event that caused me
to need paint was my forgetting to open
the vent on the fireplace and doing smoke
damage to the living room walls. Advertising helps determine where Ibuy paint,
but it doesn't create the need.
Find the Need, Find the Prospect
Good advertising seeks out good
prospects ;good prospects seek out good
advertising. For example, when you are
in the market for anew house, you see
"For Sale" signs everywhere. When you
buy the house, it's as if someone has
taken down all the signs. You don't need
ahouse, so you don't notice houses that
are for sale.
The sign doesn't put you into the
market for ahouse. The triggering event
is atransfer, raise, or fire that does more
than put you in the market for paint.
Michelin uses cute babies in their
television commercials. Could it be that
having ababy is the triggering event that
causes people to re- think safety?
People don't go into the market for
aTV just because the appliance store is
having asale. There are three basic trig-

2) A burglar steals their set ; 3) Their
marriage splits up, and so do their assets.
This is asimple concept, but it does not
mean your advertisers understand it.
Your Target Audience is not 25-54
Your target audience is your
advertiser's key prospect. Your target
audience is ahemorrhoid sufferer, aperson with chronic back pain, adivorced
guy who's just left home and moved into
an apartment. Talk to these people, not
to everyone.
Ask your direct clients (agencies don't
get it) about the problems that their clients
have when they walk in the door.
Spend at least part of every call focusing on your customer's customer. Or
your prospect's prospects. Get the client
focused on getting people who already
need their products to fill those needs at
their store instead of the competitor's.
Explain to every client that people
won't mention their ad, but they will respond.
If all else fails, put the client on the
air. It's the ultimate cop-out, Iknow. But
people will mention their ad, and they'll
stay on the air long enough to get real
results with Radio.
Chris Lytle, president of The AdVisory
Board Inc., is author of the Radio Marketing Master Diploma Course. He may be
reached at 1-800-255-9853.
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A 60 Second Look
at the Last 25 Years in
Commercial Radio.
nor

The DSE 7000.

he Eagle has landed...New York

Thefastest

State Thruway is closed, man...And

digital

Pepsi's got alot to give... Wake Up,

workstation

Maggie, Ithink I've got something to

for radio

say to you...Peace is at h,and...Bye, Bye,

production.

Miss American Pie...I am not acrook...

Simplest to use.

Ishot the sheriff „Plop Plop, Fiez Fizz...

And still the

Tramps like us, baby we were born to...

best way to get

Hi, I'm Jimmy Carter..Ah, Ah, Ah, Ah

sixty seconds

Stayin' Alive, Stayin' Alive...No

of history

Nukes...Are you better off than you

on the air

were four years ago?...Have a Coke

Orban.

and asmile...She's got, Bette Davis

Celebrating

eyes... Where's the beef?..Beat it!...Beat

25 years

it. Four more years... What's love got to

in broadcast.

do with it?...Gorby! Gorby!..We are the
world, we are... The ultimate driving
machine... The Dow fell over 500 points
today...I'm Tom Bodette for Motel
Six...we'll leave the light on for ya...
That's "potatoe" with ance....You got
the right one baby, Uh Huh!
There is just no faster way to
slice through 25 years of radio, or
your next sixty seconds, than the
DSE 7000. The New Speed OfSound.

orb«
H A Harman

International Company

C 1994 ARO Acoustics, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of ARO Acoustics, Inc.
An other trademarks are property of their respective companies. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone 1.5100351.3500 Fax 1.510.351.0500.
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ALL

Listen to Your 'Peons'

CONSULTANTS
ARE NOT

And Turn Them Into Neons

CREATED EQUAL
Take advantage
of the company
designed for
today's realities.
Dan Vaille
Jim Richards
Randy Lane
All proven,
successful, veteran,
major market winners.
Jay Billie
10 years with Arbitron,
8years Billie Research
The Gallup
Organization
The most respected
research organization
in the world.
Take advantage of
the difference.

703-802-0700

by Rick Ott

A

them "Radio Neons" and view them as
couple decades or so ago, Iheard bright lights.
something that forever affected the way
Iviewed my broadcasting colleagues.
Seek and They Will Shine
During my air shift one day, aboard
Iguarantee you the Radio Neons in
operator came up with what Ithought your station have much to contribute, to
was abrilliant promotional idea. ( Ihave
the station's benefit. But you, as amanlong since forgotten what the idea was,
ager, have to deliberately seek and acbut have never forgotten what he said cept what they offer and put it to use.
next.) Isaid, 'That's agreat idea! Have
Here's one way it can happen. One
you mentioned it to John ( the PD)?" of the Public Affairs tapes hadn't arrived
"No," he replied with aheavy sigh. "What
at the station in time for airing Sunday
good would it do for me to tell managemorning, so the PD decided to produce
ment about anything? They don't listen
areplacement show himself. He needed
to me ;I'm just aRadio Peon."
someone to interview, someone with
Irealized then
that ( a) management is really makThe Radio Neons in your station have much
ing amistake if, as
this board op sugto contribute, but you have to deliberately
gested, they're not
seek and accept what they offer.
open to his potential contributions,
and ( b) people in
lower- level positions at any station can
detailed knowledge of an interesting subreally be asolid source of valuable ideas, ject and the ability to talk coherently.
talent and energy. The term "Radio Peon" That person turned out to be the janitor,
was one guy's assessment of his own
who was known for talking incessantly
seemingly low-level position. Let's
about his boat day in and day out. The
modify it with apositive spin ; let's call
half-hour "Nautical Adventures" show

QUICKREADTm
• Don't ignore ideas just because they
come from low-level staffers. Listen
to them and respect them.

y
t",*
Vallie/Gallup
703-222-0420

•Get to know the talents and desires of all your employees, not
just the Radio Elite.
• Recognize raw talent.
•Grow your people. The payoff for your
encouragement and nurturing is immediate and substantial.

went so well that they did afollow-up the
next week. Then the letters and phone
calls started coming in. So they did a
third show. Then the janitor went on live
and took phone calls from other boating
enthusiasts ( this was in aresort town).
The sales department quickly sold sponsorships, which really legitimized the
whole thing. This Radio Neon became a
Radio Star — to the station's benefit —
because management recognized raw
talent and put it to use.
19
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The Talent Search
Here are four suggestions for recognizing and utilizing the many abilities of
your Radio Neons:
•Listen and respect. Fight the natural tendency to ignore or discount what your
Radio Neons say because of their lowlevel positions. Instead, program yourself to pay attention to them and respect
their opinions. Quite often, the Radio
Neons are in better touch with reality
than is management.
•Inquire within. Unlike your Radio Elite,
whose talents, desires and interests may
be well-known within the station, your
Radio Neons' talents, desires and interests may be well- hidden. You must take
the initiative and seek out this information. A simple one-page questionnaire
can do the trick.
•Recognize raw talent. Broadcasting guzzles
talent ( in all positions, not just on- air),
and you need as much talent working for
you as possible. Recognizing talent in its
raw, undeveloped form is one of
management's required functions.
• Grow your people. The old argument "I'm
running aRadio station not abroadcasting school" holds no sway. You're running abusiness that requires never-ending contribution on the part of many
people to succeed. Your Radio Neons are
ready, willing and able to help in ways far
beyond their present, limited duties. All
you have to do is encourage them, nurture them, grow them. The payoffs are
usually immediate and substantial.
A
Rick Ott is president of the management
consultancy Ott & Associates in Richmond, VA,
and author of "Unleashing Productivityrand
'Creating Demand." He may be reached at
804-276-7202.

GIVE THE GIFT
OF KNOWLEDGE
Imagine your sales staff
honing their skills as
they read Radio Ink
at home on weekends.
For multiple subscriptions
call
1-800-226-7857
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EVENT TAPE

Reaching Working
Women

Be Everywhere!

Daytime TV Is Radio's Opportunity
by Bill Burton

er

eePOIK10.501

A

eVe

2,4

n estimated $ 5.1 billion was
spent last year on daytime TV in the
following manner: Network television,
$1.6 billion ;national spot, $ 1.8 billion ;
local spot, $ 1.7 billion.
To put that in perspective, all of
Radio did $ 8.7 billion last year ;put another way, daytime TV gets 55 percent of what all Radio gets. ( Source:
Bob Coen, McCann-Erickson, Inc.)
Daytime TV is Radio's opportunity to
reach working women.

Dominate Indoor &
Outdoor Events!
Multi- purpose... as many
uses as there are great ideas!
•Create walls of logos, slogans ét theme graphics
•Promotion streamers 6: snipes
•Valance for tents, tables 61 displays
•Wrap large giveaways
•Registration areas- signage iz boxes
•Barricades for people movement & crowd
control

Budget- priced on continuous
rolls!
• Add value to client promotions with sponsor
logos and event themes
• Call letter signage always clean .9i ready on a
moment's notice
• Low cost éz low minimum orders

etn

V

PLEASE
RECYCLE

a.

MC ét VISA accepted

PLASTIC

First Flash!
N

6307 Constitution Drive
Fort Wayne, IN 46804 • U.S.A.
Fax: ( 219)432-8464

1-800-21 FLASH
(1-800-213-5274)

E
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Nobody's Home
The packaged goods people in particular, and other heavy users of daytime
TV have long been chasing the so-called
housewife. The problem is, she's no longer
at home. She's the working woman. And,
outside of New York, she's going to work
in an automobile and listening to Radio.
There's aton of information to substantiate this, starting with the 1990 Census.
From 1980 to 1990, the number of
working women increased from 44.6

QUICKREADTM
• Daytime TV alone gets 55% of what

all Radio gets in advertising dollars.
• Daytime advertisers are targeting the
so-called housewife, when in reality,
she is no longer at home.
• Radio reaches the working woman in
her car and at work.
• Radio should start selling itself to the
top management of package goods
companies and product managers.
the supermarket. Faith Popcorn, founder
of Brain Reserve and author of the bestselling book, The Popcorn Report, points
out how life has changed since the working women phenomenon. To name a
couple: 80 percent of the U.S. households now have microwave ovens. Many
supermarkets are open around the clock.
The Working Woman's Major Medium
R.H. Bruskin Associates did an indepth survey titled "Target Marketing
and the Media," which documented that

million to 54.1

million — ajump
of 18 percent.
Radio is targeted to the people advertisers
John Naisbitt,
are trying to reach on daytime TV, and
best-selling author of Megadaytime TV is not.
trends, points out
that only 7 percent of the population fits the so-called
full-time working women spend atretraditional family profile— father, workmendous amount of time with Radio.
ing ;mother, at home ;two children. The
individual, not family, is now society's
building block.
Unlike daytime television, Radio
travels with the working woman wherever she goes. Selling all the way to the
point of purchase ... her job, her home,

They're better educated, have higher incomes and are big spenders. ( See chart
on following page.)
While the marketing world has been
changing because of the working woman,
here's what's happened to daytime
21 111>
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Share Of Time:
Target Audience
6 a.m. - 6 p.m.

television in the last 10 years: Daytime TV ratings have fallen 18 percent, yet they're getting $ 2.1 billion
more than they got 10 years ago.

Selling to the Daytime TV Advertiser
Now, how do we get advertisers
FULL-TIME
COLLEGE
HH INCOME
CREDIT CARD
WORKING WOMEN
GRADUATES $ 30,000
USERS
to change their habits and invest in
the medium that can sell all the way to
63%
59%
6o%
56%
the point of purchase — Radio?
22
16
20
20
First, we have to know who these
advertisers are
isn't difficult.
Newspapers:
9
16
20
16
It's easy to monitor daytime TV, and
6
9
8
8
you can also pick up agreat deal from
trade publications. You know that the
package goods people — Procter &
Gamble, General Foods, Colgate and so
on — are all heavy users of daytime TV.
Let me give you some current opportunity examples.
Private labels are headaches for name
brand advertisers. For this reason, many
giants like Procter & Gamble and Heinz
use everyday low pricing. In an article in
Ad Age, Nomi Chez, an expert in package
goods at Goldman Sachs stated, "Name
brands face some major hurdles as TV is
much less effective thanks to the proliferation of channels through cable."
What better medium to advertise
everyday low pricing than Radio. You
don't need a picture to emphasize
low pricing.
The biggest challenge for Radio
on the national level will be convertn.
ing the top management of package
Today's level of fierce competition demands
good firms and their product managers.
that you prominently display your name every
Many of the product managers have
chance you get (location broadcasts, concerts,
grown up with television and are not up
station sponsored autograph sessions, etc.).
to date on Radio.
With theft, vandalism and loss, it becomes a
When conversing with the product
costly proposition to continuously replace
manager, you'll hear terminology like
expensive signs and banners costing hundreds
Banners are wadable In 18', 24 and 36' heights on 100011 rolls.
share of voice, product parity, distribuof dollars.
The number of banners on each roll .sdetermined by banner length
tion, or lack of. Submerge yourself in
Roll-A-SignTM offers abetter way. You get up
their world and use their words. ReDurable banners for a
to four vibrant colors printed on durable, high
throw-away price.
search their business. Try to appreciate
quality 4or 6mil plastic film to display your
what they have to accomplish.
âc UV stabilized plastic
logo and message brilliantly for an economical
won't fade indoors or
Before you start thinking the chalprice. Now you can afford to display abright
outdoors.
lenge is bigger than the opportunity,
new sign at every public event. They even
t« Simply FAX your logo
know that Radio can do it. We have a
make great cost-effective promotional giveand color separation
tremendous advantage. Radio is targeted
aways. Just roll off what you need and cut.
information for afree
to the people advertisers are trying to
price quote.
Call today
reach on daytime TV, and daytime
and get exposed.
TV is not.
!ei
f
3,,I
x
n
7
11(
1
)
1
2
s
4t
5
ries, Inc.
Bill Burton is president/COO of the Detroit
Houston, TX 77275-0245
713/484-6892
Radio Advertising Group. He may be reached at

....-111111111111MMI

Expose yourself with a minimum of

"Ill/ 800/231-2417

810-643-7455.

RI

713/947-2053 FAX

CHM Reel Induedrien.
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What Morning Shows
Can Learn From TV
Hint: It's Not Faceless Guys in aRadio Booth
by Ted Bolton

T

here must be areason for painting
on that forced smile every time you listen
to another bad morning show. It's the
same smile that creeps across your face
when somebody tells another corny joke
over Thanksgiving dinner. It's the smile
that surfaces whenever you watch amediocre performer struggle through some
bad material at acomedy club.
Most of us get this feeling day in and
day out listening to morning show Radio
across America. It's the one you get when
you compare the entertainment value of
morning Radio to standard TV.
What Radio Needs To Find Out
The return of Luke and Laura to the
daytime soap General Hospital may shed
some light on the plastic smile phenomena inherent to morning Radio.
In 1981 30 million people ( the
largest ever for a daytime audience)
watched Luke and Laura get married.
That same year their enormous popularity placed them on the cover of Newsweek.

QUICKREADTM
•When it comes to entertainment value,
TV has an edge over Radio morning
shows because the producers of successful TV shows understand the value
of character and plot development.
• Memorable personalities are defined
by values, lifestyles, emotions, attitudes, voice and appearance.
• If your morning show gives your listeners nothing to remember and nothing to relate to, they will leave you as
soon as something else comes along.
• Look for talent who either have their
own personality or can make up characters if they don't
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Historically, other programs have
shared the largest- ever- audience limelight. Finale programs such as The Mary
Tyler Moore Show, Mash, and Cheers have
all achieved gangbuster ratings and
critical acclaim.

to each of these programs.
What's your morning show about?
Could your listeners tell you? If you say
it's about nothing, then you better have
characters as rich in human qualities as
those in Seinfeld, or else you are in trouble.
Amorning show about nothing is exactly
that — nothing. That's why your listeners will leave you the second something
else comes along. They have nothing to
remember and nothing to relate to.

Today, programs such as Roseanne,
Home Improvement, Married... With Children,
Seinfeld, and Fresh Prince, to name afew,
consistently generate ratings and loyal
viewers, primarily for one reason: The
producers of all
these shows understand
the
Radio talent is mostly devoid of
value of character development
and plot.
Personality, Plot and Setting
Develop Some Character
A character is ahuman personality.
Personalities are defined by values,
lifestyles, emotions, attitudes, voice and
appearance. Luke's sleazy mannerisms,
Roseanne's brutal frankness, Ted Baxter's
ego, Sam Malone's womanizing,
Hawkeye's humor, all easy to understand
and grasp from an audience perspective.
Radio talent is mostly devoid of character. We have an industry of canned
voices and bland unidimensional androids
who lifelessly plod through morning
shows. It's sad that most people can describe in detail the personality profile of
Homer Simpson but don't have aclue
about the morning show guy they wake
up to. They don't have aclue because
there is nothing to have aclue about.
Give Listeners Something to Remember
What is Married ... With Children
about? How about The Simpsons? Can you
quickly describe Roseanne? The reason
you can is because there is acentral plot

character.

So give it atry. Look for talent who
either have their own personality or can
make up characters if they don't. Enliven
them with outlandish human characteristics so that in the context of daily events
they actually become funny.
Then establish aplot and asetting.
This will serve as the foundation for the
situations that ensue. Get them out of the
studio and put them in abar (
Cheers), aTV
station (
Mary Tyler Moore), a kitchen
(Roseanne), or aliving room (
Seinfeld).
Just do something other than a
couple of faceless guys in a dimly lit
Radio booth. No wonder they have to
work so hard to sound so bad. They've
got nothing to work with. Change the
face of morning Radio in your market, if
for no other reason than to put an end to
those forced morning smiles and the hope
that there just has to be an alternative to
aHoward Stern morning show.
Ted Bolton is president of Philadelphia-based
Bolton Research Corp., aRadio research and
marketing firm, and publisher of"Radio Trends."
He may be reached at 6 / 0-6 40-4 400.
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NCI IS PROUD TO
CONGRATULATE ITS
PLATINUM EAGLE
AWARD RECIPIENTS FOR
OUTSTANDING SALES
PERFORMANCE
Congratulations
also to the
following
Gold, Silver and Bronze
Eagle Award

Rick Morein, WBAY-TV, Green Bay, WI

recipients:
Carl Archacki, WRIC-TV, Richmond, VA, Gold; Catherine Baker, WRIC-TV, Richmond, VA, Gold; Lynn Becker, KLUC-FM. Las Vegas, NV, Silver,
Frank Costa, KHMX-FM, Houston, TX, Silver Santo Criscuolo, KISW-FM, Seattle, WA, Bronze; Jennifer Fairbairn, KVRY-FM, Phoenix, AZ, Bronze;
Dawn Goodall, WATE-TV, Knoxville, TN, Silver Karen Harrison, WRIC-TV, Richmond, VA, Silver, John Higdon, WATE-TV, Knoxville, TN, Silver Cindy
Hunter, WGAR, Cleveland, OH, Silver Jan Jenkins, KDMX-FM, Dallas, TX, Bronze; Dawn Juergensen, WOMX-FM, Orlando, FL, Silver Jeff Kaley,
WOMX-FM, Orlando, FL, Silver Scott Mills, WOMX-FM, Orlando, FL, Silver, Jalene Noble- Lyon, KHMX-FM, Houston, TX, Gold; Rogan Oliver,
WATE-TV, Knoxville, TN, Gold; Cheryl Packed, WGAR, Cleveland, OH, Bronze; Doug Pasquinelli, WRIC-TV, Richmond, VA, Bronze; Rick Poggenburg,
WBAY-TV, Green Bay, WI, Silver Jack Preda, KVRY-FM, Phoenix, AZ, Bronze; Jon Schwartz. KDMX-FM,
Dallas, TX, Gold; Denice Seley, KDMX-FM, Dallas, TX, Gold; Jim Small, KISW-FM, Seattle, WA, Bronze;
Frank Stanitski, WPOC-FM, Baltimore, MD, Gold; Steve Sullivan, KDMX-FM. Dallas, TX, Gold; Bob Sundheim,
WGAR, Cleveland, OH, Bronze; Rob Turner, WATE-TV, Knoxville. TN, Go/cf; Pat Wilson-Elliott, WATE-TV,
Knoxville, TN, Gold; Scott Wood, WATE-TV, Knoxville, TN, Silver.

ONLY THE BEST PEOPLE
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Nationwide Communications Inc.

PROMOTION

Narrow It Down
Put Cash on the Books with a
Qualified Hit List
by Mike McDaniel

Start to finish, this sturdy,

steel-frame, fabric top shelter
takes less than :
60 to set up.
No ropes. No tools. Nothing

to assemble.
10' x10', 10' x15', 10' x20'
all fold compact for E-Ztransport. Stations across America
choose E-ZUP for...

REMOTES
SPECIAL EVENTS
HOSPITALITY BOOTHS
CALL LETTER
PROMOTION
We Do Custom Graphics

International E- ZUP, Inc.
5525 Gibraltar Street
Ontario, California 91764-5121

(800) SHADE ME
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elling apromotion is awhole lot
more than just passing out the sheet at
the meeting with ahardy "Go Get 'Em."
Before delivering any presentation,
the salesperson must understand some
part of the retailer's business. How many
employees, how much inventory, how
many turns? Yet, give asalesperson a
promotion to sell that calls for $ 450 a
month for two months, and where do
they go? Many go to every account on
their list. Would agrocery store selling
$5 million of groceries ayear believe
anything that costs atotal of $900 would

QUICKREAD'
• Before delivering any presentation, asalesperson must know something about the
client's business.
• For the same reason different clients
spend different amounts on advertising, the same promotion should not be
pitched to all clients.
• It is more efficient for asales team to use
a narrow hit list of qualified potential
clients than to call on every account.

the best salesperson in the building, right?
So, he has put together his hit list with
names from all accounts — names he
work for them? Or the Mom and Pop believes could handle $900 in 60 days. At
operation where Pop has died and Mom
the sales meeting, he asks for more names.
is running the place because she has
He will ask his people to present this
nothing else to do? Mom's total gross last great promotion to 60 qualified advertisyear was less than 50 large ones. $450 a ers, not 700 names on their lists.
month would kill her.
It is not efficient to sell the same Two Months of Income in aWeek
promotion to every client on the list. For
Sixty presentations from five salesthe same reason some spend $ 75 per people at three per day works out to less
month, $ 750 or $ 7,500 per month, one
than one week on the street. At three
promotion will not work for everyone.
calls per day, each salesperson can go
6o Names, Not 700
So Bif Broadcaster, super sales manager, comes up with agreat promotion
designed to put cash on the station's
books and bring afew people into stores
and shops. First, he works out all the
details and calculates acost of $450 per
month for two months.
During the sales meeting, he presents ahit list of potential sponsors. Given
that the promotion can accommodate a
limit of 15 advertisers, at $450 per month
for two months, it has the potential of
$6,750 per month. First question: What
type of client will go for this?
The sales manager is supposed to be

about normal business and handle the
promotion, too. Result? Bif puts $ 13,500
on the books in less than one week.
The experienced salesperson can
visit with apotential advertiser for afew
minutes, ask a few questions without
appearing to pry, and have a general
understanding of the size of the business.
Sales types can quickly learn the technique and compare observations at the
station. Everyone in the place can quickly
judge who can afford $ 450 amonth for
apromotion.
Mike McDaniel produces the Action Auction
promotion nationwide, has written abook about
promotions, and owns and operates two Radio
stations. He may be reached at 812-847-9830.
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n1964 — 30 years ago — visionary
leaders organized Bonneville
International Corporation to provide
quality television and radio service
throughout America.

For thirty years, Bonneville International
Corporation built areputation of service
—recognized throughout the nation and
the world...service to listeners and
viewers, service to clients, service to
community, and service to ownership.
Bonneville's 1994 Values Report
identifies hundreds of community service projects by Bonneville subsidiaries...
and tabulates $37 million worth of direct
services to Bonneville communities, not
including news, weather, traffic, and sports — graphic
evidence that every community in which Bonneville operates is a
better community because Bonneville is there.
THE
KBIG-FM
Los Angeles
KIRO-TV
KIRO-AM
KIRO-FM
Seattle
KMBZ-AM
KLTH-FM
KCMO-AM
KCMO-FM
Kansas City
KOIT-FM-AM
San Francisco

BONNEVILLE
KPSN-FM
KIDR-AM
Phoenix

Bonneville
Communications
Salt Lake City

KSL-TV
KSL-AM
Salt Lake City

Bonneville
Entertainment
Company
Salt Lake City

KZPS-FM
Dallas
WMXV-FM
New York City
WTMX-FM
Chicago

BonnevilleWashington
LDS Radio
Network
Salt Lake City

Bonneville
Satellite
Company
Salt Lake City
Bonneville
Washington
News Bureau

GROUP
Third Avenue
Productions
Seattle
Video West
Salt Lake City

BONNEVILLE
I
NTERNATIONAL

CORPORATION
AValues-driven Company
Composed of Values-driven people

QUALITY
CAST PEWTER
LOGO ITEMS
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Ripoff
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Why It's Inevitable and Imminent
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AS LOW AS $ 1.00 ea.
Sterling silver & 14K gold also available
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All products made with pride
in the U.S.A.
Call for more information
Normal delivery less than 4weeks.
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coyote metalworks

529 Hillview Ct. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
(505) 296-1921 • FAX 296-0058
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ing around digitized music.
ver since TV stole Jack Benny from
Beginning in April, aDBS satellite
Radio, the relationship between programwill beam 85 video and CD- quality audio
ming and technology has followed aclear channels to pizza- size windowsill dishes.
pattern. And every news/talk AM and
Coming soon: 30 channels direct from
music FM should be paying mighty close
satellite to your car, coast- to- coast.
attention.
These newer technologies are tak1. Each new technology generation
ing music programming where FM can't,
steals from the prior technology generato its next logical step: more formats,
tion that programming which the new
better quality, no commercials, no disc
technology best exploits. Example: 25 jockeys. New media will do to FM what
years ago, the typical AM programming cable did to VHF and UHF television.
hour consisted
of apersonality,
music, atop- ofAMs and FMs who conduct " business-ashour newscast,
etc. Then the
usual" are being dangerously naive.
music moved to
FM, where it
sounded better.
No music format will be safe. Not
2. Next, the elder technology reinvents its programming from whatever
the second generation left behind. Example: While the music was moving to
FM, AM invented all- news, news/talk,
Larry King, Accu Weather, metro traffic, and all the other programming elements that are staples of today's successful AMs. Other AMs found safe harbor in
niche music formats they figured FM
wouldn't bother chasing: Music of Your
Life, etc.
Look Out, FM
3. Eventually, a third technology
generation steals from the second, evolving the programming with its technological advantage. Today, kids are making CDs in record stores. There's MTV,
VH-1 cable Radio, and The Box. The Wall
Street Journal has reported on aclass-action suit by music publishers against
CompuServe, where subscribers are pass-

only will new media gobble up Music of
Your Life-size formats ... there'll be several oldies channels ... aReggae channel,
you name it.
The Crime Of The Century
4. When the third generation's technology has rendered obsolete the second
generation, the second generation will
burglarize all of that programming the
first generation went to the trouble of
developing. Where would AM be
without Rush Limbaugh? Just where
it'll be when more FMs abandon the
music rat race and use their clout to
kidnap him and other AM programming franchises.
It's the same as Fox out- bidding CBS
for NFC football games. There wouldn't
even be aFox network if cable hadn't
given its mostly UHF affiliate base parity
with ABC/CBS/NBC-affiliates VHFs.
27
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QUICKREADTM
• Each new technology generation (FM)
steals from its predecessor (AM) that
programming (music) which the new
technology best exploits.
•The elder technology reinvents its
programming from whatever the second generation left behind (all- news,
news/talk, etc.)

• *
...just like these "Get on the Phone!"
411°

•A third technology generation
steals from the second, evolving
the programming with its technological advantage.

interactive television clients did when

•The second generation will burglarize all of that programming the
first generation went to the trouble
of developing.

the industry's first inter-active

"'Cy/ On The Phon

they received their Fall ratings.
Here's what they had to say about

fairfor

consisteut fun, and
our audience. its
,potentil
to develop database andpronzote
a
forced listening is truly e.rciting.

television cam aign:

with capsule, ¡('e
ire ape
are verypteased
W

Then Look Out (Again), AM
Shrewd FMs will transition to fullservice formats just as prescient AMs did
in the mid-'70s. And while many news/
talk AMs are still sound asleep, FMs
will complete the transition as AMs
eventually did, dropping music altogether to become pure talk Radio, news/
talk, or all- news.
It'll happen soon in larger markets
and later elsewhere. But unless you're KBear in Sicily, Alaska, where sticks are
few, and there's not abusiness case for
paving that information superhighway,
you can't avoid the inevitable.
With cable companies getting into
the phone business, and phone companies getting into the cable business, AMs
and FMs who conduct "business- as-usual"
are being dangerously naive.
Holland Cooke is a Washington, DC-based
programming consultant specializing in news/
talk and full-service AM. He may be reached
at 202-333-8442.

Tired
of
Waiting?
Get your own
subscription.
800-226-7857
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Impact Target Marketing
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Techno-Phobia
It's Time for Radio to Get Over It

by William Suffa

egardless of what you might think
about the NAB show being more oriented toward television interests, the new
technology on display in Las Vegas will
be astounding. So pay attention.
The time is right to look at new
technology and its meaning for Radio.
After all, I'd hate to see Radio miss its
entrance to the " information superhighway" — what Icall the " Infobahn."
Radio, As We Know It
Let's start with abasic premise: The
technical concept of "Radio" is to transport sound from one location to another.
Transmitters? Over the air? Yes,
Radio is that, too, because it offers the
ability to transmit sound to mobile listeners without wires. But Idon't think we
should limit ourselves to over- the- air
systems, just as we don't limit operations
to entertainment. Look at my basic
premise: Why can't owners and operators of Radio facilities also provide the
same sales and service ( if not even the
same programming) along the In fobahn?
In some countries, like Switzerland, wired
"Radio" preceded and runs in parallel
with today's over- the- air systems.
There is no question that computer,
sound and video technologies are merging. For years, the leaders in the Radio

QUICKREADTM
•The time is right to look at new technology
and its meaning for the Radio business.
• Digital production and automation offers
cost savings and operational efficiency.
• Radio can start moving into the computer
age by offering programs on local computer bulletin boards or distributing audio
files by modem.

RN»)
ME. 28

industry have included other communications interests in their portfolio: news-

quality, improved efficiency, reduced
"supplies" costs, and the potential to tiein spot runs with traffic systems.
There are disadvantages to digital,
especially where music gets converted

papers, television, cellular, paging. It
strikes me that there is afear of computers in parts of the Radio industry.
Look at the
available equipment during the
show. The digital
Ican do more on
age is upon us.
than some of the
Our local Radio
stations here are
running spots for
Computer City
and other chains, advertising multimedia
computer systems. Newspapers publish
articles on major time-share systems like
CompuServe and Prodigy. This is not
just for techno-nerds. And, of course,
any forward- thinking Radio person is
aware of the substantial cost savings ( and
improved creativity) they can get through
digital playback, production, logging and
live- assist.
With that in mind, Iam truly surprised that some stations that have recently built out studios did not include
digital production or automation.
Frankly, Ican do more on my home
computer right now than some of the
production rooms I've seen lately ( and I
even found a "shareware" program that
simulates afive- level cart deck). Remember, though, it's what you do with the
equipment that counts.
So, what does digital offer that analog doesn't? Well, there are all the little
things, like lower noise figures, precision
editing, special effects, ability to dump a
sound file to another computer system
over a dial- up phone line, and lower
costs. And then there are operational
advantages like improved production

my home computer ...
production rooms I've
seen lately.

between digital and analog several times,
and where extreme levels of compression
are employed. But Isee manufacturers
working on solutions to these problems.
The Infobahn
How can Radio start moving onto
the lnfobahn? It is possible to make Radio programs available on alocal computer "bulletin board," if the programs
are digitally produced ( at least one international broadcaster is doing this over
the Internet). No local bulletin board?
Start your own. Maybe even do atrade or
sales tie-in with alocal computer outlet.
Got agood local talk show host? Make
the program available by computer. Got
asmall group of stations? Distribute audio files by high-speed modem.
If you go to NAB, look around. See
how many times you see the word "digital." Now look at your production, traffic, and on- air systems and see if there are
efficiencies to be gained. Then, visualize
what you can do to prepare for the information future. Whatever it may be. à
William P. Suffa is principal engineer for Suffa
&Cavell Inc. in Fairfax, VA. He may be reached
at 703-591-0110.
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There's a Right Way
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"I did it
right from
the start
with
Computer
Concepts'
DCS."

Ithought
I'd impress HQ
by buying the
cheapest hard disk
system Icould find.
After all, they all look
the same! Their promises
sounded good and I
wanted to believe.
Ifound out promises come
cheap. But their system wasn't
really cheap—not once you added
up the little " extras" it took to do the
bare minimum. And it still couldn't do
all the things our station really needed.

Idon't sweat when it comes to our spot-heavy morning
drive or complicated LMA formats. The reason is simple: First I
did my homework. And then Ibought aDCS hard disk system
from Computer Concepts. In fact, Ibought several.
Ismile at the thought of multiple program formats and
satellite automation, live and live assist. Ilaugh at
complex spot rotations, two-channel crossfades with
simultaneous recording and networking to
traffic—they're no problem for the DCS.
And Computer Concepts customer support is
terrific. Their software experts can even
troubleshoot my DCS and upgrade the
software remotely, via modem.

Ifound out the hard way, at 3AM when the

system we bought crashed. And in morning
drive, when missing spots meant dollars down
the drain. When Ifinally reached customer support, they said they were working on software they
thought would fix my problem, but they weren't sure
when it would be done. Guess what Itold them?

Now Iknow better. We're getting a Computer Concepts
DCS. Ilearned a costly lesson: Get it right the first time.
Call Computer Concepts first.

No wonder Computer Concepts DCS
has turned hundreds of stations
into happy customers. I'm glad
I'm one of them. Oh, Ialmost
forgot. The price was
right, too.

"I should
have
bought
a DCS in
the first
place."

and aWrong W a y
I \CD\
toCS by Computer Concepts
Computer Concepts Corporation
8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, KS 66214
Phone: (913) 541-0900 Fax: (913) 541-0169
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NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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Holes Vs. Spots
Selling Solutions, Not Just Radio

A GLANCE AT RADIO INK
SPECIAL REPORTS
AM Radio
Issue Date: April ii
Ad Space Deadline, March

by Bob Keith
24

New Technology
& Digital Review
Issue Date: April 25

Ad Space Deadline April Operating a Hands Free Station
Issue Date: May 9
Ad Space Deadline April 21
Sales Strategies of Top Bitters
Issue Date: May 23
Ad Spaie Deadline Ala) ,
io Hottest Sales Promotions
Issue Date: June 6
Ad Space Deadline May 19
How Much Is Talent Worth?
Issue Date: June 20
Ad Space Deadline lune 2
A Manager's Guide To Regulation
Issue Date: July ii
Ad Space Deadline. June 2
Is There Anything New
in Radio Research?
Issue Date: July 25
Ad !•;pair Deadline July Hot Programming Trends
Issue Date: August 8
Ad Space Deadline. July 21
Budgeting and Planning Guide
Issue Date: August 22
Ad Space Deadline August
Software (Sales, Traffic & Billing)
Issue Date: September 5
Ad Spilt, Dtadlin, Afi4ffq
Reach Radio's top executives
with an advertising campaign in

Radio Ink.
For information call
Yvonne Harmon at

40 7-995 -90 75
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I

read aquote recently, in an industry
journal, from asales manager who spoke
about the necessity of "sticking to the
core business of selling Radio" and "not
getting side-tracked selling marketing
programs or vendor."
If the sales manager thinks that his
business is selling Radio, he's looking
through the wrong end of the telescope.
There is a name for this kind of
thinking: marketing myopia. The term
was coined by aHarvard Business School
professor, Theodore Levitt, to describe
the failure of management to recognize
the scope of its business.
The Railroad Analogy

The "core business of selling Radio"
should be helping clients to achieve their
sales and marketing goals. Period.
Selling Holes
The president of a company that
manufactures hardware put it this way:
"Our customers bought over 1million
quarter- inch drill bits, and none of them
wanted to buy the product. They all
wanted quarter- inch holes."
Radio salespeople would do well to
quit selling spots and start selling "holes."
No one needs advertising ;everyone needs
results. Results like turning over the inventory and increasing store traffic and
sales. Our results will be measured in
register receipts, not rating points.
Vendor is built on this foundation.
Vendor selling is learning about the needs
and objectives of the retailer and vendor
and creating amarketing program that
achieves the desired results.
Vendor demands acustomerfo -

In a now- classic Harvard Business Review article, Levitt writes, 'The failure of
an organization to understand how an
industry can evolve and change will jeopardize future growth. The railroads did
not stop growing because the need for
passenger or freight
transportation declined. They let
others take customIn acrowded market where most products
ers away from them
because they as- look alike ... it will be your salespeople, not
sumed themselves
your format, that will ultimately set you
to be in the railroad
apart from your competition.
business rather than
in the business of
transportation.

They [ railroads] defined their business
wrong because they were product- focused instead of customer- focused."
The sales manager who sticks to the
,
'core business of selling Radio" is product- focused, not customer- focused, as
Levitt described. And, like the railroads,
he is on the wrong track.

cused approach because no two vendor programs will be the same. Salespeople must learn about areas of store
operations unique to the retailer, such
as margins, average ticket sale, under- developed revenue centers, new
lines/ SKU's, customer profiles, customer
31 Ile>
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NK: How important is it to be No. 1

in Radio?

generally Istay out of their way.
INK: Does that mean you're pleased with
the way their divisions are functioning, or

ARCARA: I've never concerned myself with

is there room for improvement?

that criteria. Revenue size is meaningless. Tom Murphy once told me, " Idon't
care how big we get ;it's how rich we get
that's important." To focus on size rather
than profits would probably get us into
trouble. Having said that, Imust also say
that we are the most profitable Radio
company in the country ... which means
we're the most profitable Radio company
in the world.

ARCARA: There's always room for improve-

INK: You also have areputation for being

our franchises." Mike expects the same

a good, solid company. When Capital

thing from me.

ment, but in general I'm pretty satisfied.

is head of the broadcast group.
INK: What does he expect of you?
ARCARA: Years ago, when Imanaged my
first station, Iasked Tom Murphy that
exact question. He said "maximize shortterm and long-term profits and protect

DOUBLE TIME

but you managed to run the company

INK: How are you set for duopoly? You've

smoothly with an emphasis on the bottom

entered into a duopoly in Atlanta, and

line. How does this translate into your

you're working on one in Minneapolis.

Radio operations?

What strength are you hoping to achieve

ARCARA: The philosophy of tight con-

through consolidation?

trols and solid budget objectives is a
company- wide philosophy, which includes the Radio division. We expect a
great deal from our managers, not only in
controlling cost, but also in building revenues and profits. We expect our people
to run their operations as good citizens.

ARCARA: In Atlanta, duopoly gives us the

involved in their communities and contribute to the communities, both themselves and their stations.

country franchise in the market — and
that's like having the only McDonald's in
town. We will have asimilar situation
with the AOR franchise in Minneapolis.
In fact, we have the same opportunity in
most of our markets. In our view, duopoly
affords us the potential to own three or
four successful stations where we currently own one or two. It also affords us
the opportunity to protect those stations
from other stations in the market.

INK: What does that mean?
ARCARA: It means that they should be

INK: How important is Radio to the overall

INK: Some Radio groups have jumped

corporate structure?

head-first into duopoly, while others —

ARCARA: Tom, Dan and Mike Mallardi

like Cap Cities/ABC — have tested the
waters alittle more carefully. How impor-

say we're very important — and that's
good enough for me.

tant is duopoly to your company's overall

INK: That's fair ... and succinct.

operating objectives?

ARCARA: Itend to he rather declarative.

ARCARA: It is amajor ingredient in our

INK: Good. To what degree are you a

acquisition strategy on the station
side. We will be as involved as we can
in duopoly as long as there are good
deals. Consequently, we don't have
any particular timetable in which to
enter into duopolies.

hands-on executive? What do you see as
your management role?
ARCARA: Imanage by objective. We set

goals and then Iget out of the way ...
unless we're not reaching those goals.
Ours is ateam approach. It's not aoneman gang. Bob Callahan, Don Bouloukos
and Norm Schrutt are experienced businessmen, and they have earned their
autonomy. They manage in a similar
fashion as Idid.

INK: How important is station acquisition
to your day-to-day management strategy?
ARCARA: It's important to us.
INK: What specific factors do you take into
consideration when you consider astation
for possible acquisition?

INK: Do they report to you directly — and
consistently — or are they pretty much left

ARCARA: Someone once called me abot-

to go their own way as long as they meet

pliment. Capital Cities didn't get rich by
paying retail. We don't have aformula,
36 II1>

their goals?
ARCARA: We have regular dialogue, but
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• Leisure Activities: Reading, boxing,
fencing and bingo.

INK: Who do you report to?
ARCARA: Ireport to Mike Mallardi, who

Cities first bought ABC we heard alot of
talk about how tight the finances were,

SIDELINES

tom feeder ... and I
consider that acom-

• Recommended Reading: John Le
Carre's The Night Manager and any
Jeffrey Archer or David Halberstam book.
• Mentor or Role Model: My dad and
Joe Dougherty. Both set very high
moral standards that Icould never
achieve but at least could strive for.
• The most interesting person you
know is: My mother. She's 85 and
still has this wonderful zest for
living and learning.
• If you had 30 minutes to sit down
and talk with someone, whom would
you choose, and why? Gandhi. I've
always admired his sense of being and
his sensitivity to the people in the
world around him.
• If you were granted any wish, what
would that wish be? Immortality.
• If you could go back in time, where
would you go? Iwould like to go back
with Adam and Eve. Ithink they would
be fun to hang out with.
• Ilistened to jazz, a fellow by the
name of Joe Rico in Buffalo and a
Canadian announcer by the name of
Elwood Glubber when Iwas akid.
• When Iwas alittle boy, Iwanted to
be an astronaut when Igrew up.
• What has been your most elusive
goal? Idon't have any ... Itry to set
attainable goals.
• Of what achievement are you most
proud? My family.
• As a listener, what is your favorite
format? News/talk.
• Is there anything you would do differently if you had to do it over again?
Not really. I've had afun career. I've
enjoyed going to work every day.
• The best advice Icould give someone who wants to get into Radio? Find
the smartest people in the business
and go work for them.
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thus every deal is different. We just look
for good deals that will give us agood
return on our investment. Obviously, we
are looking for leverage in adeal that fits
our duopoly strategy — and Atlanta and
Minneapolis are good examples.
INK: Some broadcasters are concerned
that the pace with which duopolies are
being structured is very similar to what we
saw in the 1980s. How do you think
duopoly fits in the overall health of the

Radio business. However, if someone is wouldn't expect as much shake-out exnot successful managing one Radio stacept in those cases where the buyer overtion in amarket, Idoubt he would be
paid. In the long run that will get them
successful running two. Minus one plus
into trouble.
minus one would
equal
minus
three. Further`I manage by objective. We set goals and
more, there is a
then Iget out of the way ... unless we're not
big difference in
most of the deals
reaching those goals.'
we're seeing now
versus the deals
we saw in the late ' 80s. Most of those
INK: Five years from now, should we

deals were overleveraged, while most of expect to see duopolies performing rothe deals we've seen recently have much
bustly industry-wide?
ARCARA: Ithink it is very healthy for the
more equity financing. Therefore, I ARCARA: Some will, some won't.
Those who overpaid or who don't
have smart management won't sucAdvertisement
ceed. There's no magic to duopoly.
It's not just abuzzword that will make
FACTORS IN THE DIGITAL AUTOMATION
you abetter businessman if you're a
DECISION - EXPERIENCE AND RELIABILITY
weak operator. On the contrary — it
By John Schad, President, SMARTS Broadcast Systems
could make abad situation worse.
Radio marketplace?

This digital audio business is getting to the point it's almost
impossible to describe the features without publishing aphone book size
document!
What makes matters worse is that there are alot of digital automation products on the market. All have their good and bad points, but there
are real differences that station owners need to know about when making
buying decisions!
As aPC based system, SMARTCASTERS perform awide variety of
tasks. Our experience base is the biggest in the industry. We have had digital
automation systems in the field since 1989, and now serve literally hundreds
of facilities worldwide. We have also developed asupport system that is
second to none. That support becomes very important when you find
yourself off the air at 2a.m. on Sunday. We have an entire department of
people dedicated to support, and someone is there to help you 24 hours a
day, 7days aweek. We offer an extended warranty plan that will overnight a
loaner unit in case of catastrophic failure, even years after you bought the
initial machine.
In short, our broadcasting background and expertise shows. We
remain asmall company at heart, and treat our customers accordingly. The
peace of mind in knowing that you have help on the way when trouble
happens should be amajor factor in making your decision.
What SMARTS really sells is solutions to problems. We can trim
costs, increase your profit margins, simplify your operations. Our people are
dedicated to helping you find ways to use SMARTS office systems and
SMARTCASTER digital automation in your operation.
Be Sure And Visit With Us In The NAB Audio Hall...
Booth 5224,25

THE GOVERNMENT MUZZLE
INK: When the FCC changed its ownership
rules, what was more important: allowing
more than one to amarket, or increasing
the overall limits?
ARCARA: Both were equally important.

It's not part of our short- run strategy to
get close to the overall cap because we're
not anywhere near it yet. When we get
closer to it, however, I'm sure we'll be
much more concerned with it... but that
will be down the road, and I'm not thinking alot about it these days.
INK: What are your greatest concerns regarding the actual business of Radio today?
ARCARA: I
only have one serious concern,

and that's government interference. We
have agovernment that believes they are
better able to solve problems from Washington than we are. For example, Ithink
what the government is attempting to do
to Infinity is very scary.
INK: Some people are insisting that Infinity and Howard Stern should be silenced,
while others claim such a silence would
come at too high acost. Do you believe it
is more important to preserve constitutional principle rather than to regulate
programming content?
ARCARA: Yes, Ido ... but Iprefer not to

Give us acall at 800-747-6278. International call + 1-712-852-4047, or fax us at 712-852-3061.

SMARTS Broadcast Systems
Box 293 • Emmetsburg, IA 50536

discuss it further.
INK: Then let's discuss Congress. Several
pieces of legislation threaten the broadcasting industry, including the proposal to
37
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advertising world. Isincerely believe we
are where the others are heading.

label beer and wine advertising, and the

INK: Will our head start always keep us

ongoing initiative to codify the fairness

ahead of the pack?

doctrine. Are these just as scary as what's

ARCARA: We will — and should — be

been happening at the FCC?

able to, if we're smart.

ARCARA: Let me say this: I've always

INK: From a management perspective,

believed that if aproduct is legal, you
should be able to advertise it. Regarding
the fairness doctrine, that's clearly an
attempt by the government to muzzle
certain Radio personalities — and that's
what Imean when Ispeak about government interference. It's very scary.

what do you look for from your stations

INK: Not so scary is the business of Radio.
Last year, across-the-board Radio revenues were up 9.4 percent over 1992. Can
these increases be maintained in '94, or
are these levels excessively high?
ARCARA: Ibelieve the industry can sus-

tain this growth, and Iknow we can
because we're out- performing the industry. In fact, the Radio business today has
become a better business than it was
when Ifirst entered the business. We
went through aperiod of fragmentation,
and we've emerged as the only truly
mature narrowcasting business in the

and the people who work there?
ARCARA: lexpect them to out- perform

their competition. As Al Davis says, "Just
win, baby, win." l
expect them to win, but
texpect them to do this in an ethical and
moral fashion. I
expect salespeople to get
adisproportionate share of most ad budgets. Agood salesperson is ahighly selfmotivated person who has astrong desire to win. Most people claim they win,
but in fact few do. In becoming awinner
— assuming you were born with that
kind of desire — it is important that you

Arcara

All our sales managers would be excellent coaches. And every one of them
knows it is their responsibility to train
and teach their people, although this
training may vary in technique from person to person depending upon theirstyle.
INK: One problem we consistently hear

work for the kind of management that
allows you to grow and succeed.

about is the salesperson who bashes the

INK: It could

talks about ending this practice, but how

be argued that most

market competition. Virtually everyone

managers also say they train their

do you actually stop it?

salespeople, but few do it well. How

ARCARA: When Iwas asales manager,

crucial is good training?

which was along, long time ago, Ihad a

ARCARA: I
equate training with coaching.
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Our Clients Know
Griffin Works!
'Any service that gives you more than 10 times return on investment is asmart purchase. That's why we use the Griffin Reports
and have for three years..."
1111RIMIA

-Diana Coon, General Sales Manager,WMANIWYH'T Mansfield, Ohio
Nifflummummummme

The Griffin Reports provides qualitative research tailored to your
market. It's original research that's

flexible and affordable. And best of
all, our clients know it works. Call
Craig Harper for more information.
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rule that if Iheard any salesperson
discussing acompetitor, or knocking
them, I'd fire them.
INK: Did it work?
ARCARA: You bet. It was aprinciple

that Ifelt very strongly about. That
kind of selling is counterproductive.
It's injurious to the industry, the business, the station and the salesperson.
INK: What about cost per point? Is it
counterproductive as well, or is it a

(L to r): Don Bouloukos, president, Group IOwned
& Operated Radio Stations & P/GM WABC-AM
Radio New York; Arcara; and Norm Shrutt, president, Group II Owned & Operated Stations & P/GM
WKHX-AM/FM & WYAY-FM Atlanta.

useful sales tool?
ARCARA: Cost per point is afact of life,

and it is a standard of measurement.
Whether Ilike it or not, that's the way it
is and we have to deal with it.

ARCARA: What is important is that Radio

efficient but highly effective. The
network has broadcast operations in
Connecticut, Los Angeles, Chicago,
New York, North Carolina, Washington, D.C., and Dallas. We have sales
operations in New York, Dallas, Chicago,
Detroit and Los Angeles. The network
also started national operations in both
London and Hong Kong.
INK: How do you envision Cap Cities/
ABC growing or changing in the next
few years?
ARCARA:We definitely are in the fast

lane. Radio is digital, mobile, interactive, and satellite- delivered. The network is working with MIT Media Labs

seems to have emerged last year. How

INK: You mentioned Paul Harvey. How

investigating storage and editing capabilities, which could yield Radio on demand. Audio technology is very exciting
and moving swiftly, and we want to stay
one step ahead. However, having said
that, our focus will be on our core business.

much damage did the network business

important is it to build and maintain that

INK: What do you mean by core business?

suffer, both for ABC and as awhole?

kind of franchise?

INK: The Radio network business entered
a serious financial storm in 1992, but it

grows and continues to enhance in areas
of entertainment, information and news
... and whether it's local or national doesn't
really matter.

ARCARA: Paul's
difficult for the industry, but 1991 was a style is unique,
'In Atlanta, duopoly gives us the country
distinguishable
record year for our network business in
franchise in the market — and that's like
terms of both revenue and profit, while and, obviously,
1992 was off. Last year, again, was a highly successhaving the only McDonald's in town.'
ful. Paul delivers
record revenue and profit year for us,
news, comments
with cost controls being constant.
and the rest of the story. It was never ARCARA: Networks and stations.
INK: In what areas has the network induspopular or journalistically correct to rentry changed during this period?
INK: How rapidly do you expect to grow in
der one's point of view on news items,
these areas ... or is it too early to tell?
but Paul always has— and now the world ARCARA: It's too early and too difficult.
is catching up. Listeners want apoint of
I'm still looking at 1994.
view, and Paul provides it.
INK: Then let's talk about the information
ARCARA: The last two years have been

INK: So do "shock jocks." Is that kind of

superhighway ...

franchise just as valuable?

ARCARA: That's ahardware business, so if

ARCARA: This is not something that I we participate — and Ipresume we will
(L to r): Scott Marshall, director of finance,
ABC Radio Networks; Arcara; and Bob
Callahan, president, ABC Radio Networks.
ARCARA: We've seen greater acceptance

of national product. TV has delivered
national product for a long time, but
Radio has resisted in developing good
national talent — until now. We've had
Paul Harvey for along time, but now
we're seeing people like Rush Limbaugh,
as well as really good music and sports
programming. Radio is beginning to see
that, as long as the programming is good,
there will be an audience. This predicts a
very bright future of national Radio.

spend alot of time thinking about ... but
they're all entertainers, and are no different than Gerald°, Donahue, or Sally Jessy
Raphael. Some of them are talented, and
some aren't. If they're talented, for the most
part they're apositive influence.
INK: Should some of these personalities
be kept off the air?
ARCARA: It should be left up to the listen-

ARCARA: Basically, we're adistribution

service, and whatever the hardware companies develop, they'll need product.
Hopefully, we will be able to continue to
produce it.
INK: Do you think Radio itself as a
medium is going to suffer at all when
we've got 500 channels, theoretically,

IN THE FAST LANE

ARCARA: Not seriously, because of its

coming into our homes?
INK: Most of ABC Radio Networks' operations moved to Dallas in the last year or
so. How important economically was it to
get this portion of your operations out of

INK: Still, there's concern that Radio is

New York?
ARCARA: It made sense to move opera-

its local orientation ...

tions to where it could be not only

38

INK: In what way?

ers, and it doesn't matter what Ithink.

getting too national to the point of losing

INK

— it will be on the software side.

out- of- home capability and its mobility.
This sounds corny, but problems present
opportunities, and Iexpect to see some
real opportunities. Of course, I've never
been much of avisionary — so I'm not
sure what these opportunities will be.
— REB
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ardly more than a year old,
duopoly still is in its infancy— and those
broadcasters who have doubled up are
much like new parents, making things up
as unforeseen challenges arise.
"Most people are in atest period,
trying to figure out what works, how well
it works, and how do you make it better,"
broker Gary Stevens says. "Some people
aren't doing as well as they expected, and
none will do everything they think they're
going to do."
"We've had 70 years of Radio sales
and ayear and ahalf of duopolies," observes Viacom Radio President Bill
Figenshu. "Not only are we not yet taking
the mid-term exam, we're still writing the

RAMO
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Duopoly Anyone?
The Promises and Pitfalls of Consolidation
by Reed Bunzel

textbooks." Anybody who says he or she
knows exactly the way duopoly is supposed to work is wrong, he says. "Generally, we have no idea how duopoly is
going to manifest itself over the next few
years because not all markets have been
doubled up yet. There hasn't been asingle
duopoly in New York yet, so how could
anybody tell us what to really expect?"
Great Expectations
According to Heritage Media's Paul
Fiddick, the greatest expectations of
duopoly only partially have been realized. "Some exceptions exist, but revenue opportunities tend not to be as
promising as advertised, while expense
savings are better," he says. "If we're all
honest, we have to admit there's nothing
inherent in combining two FMs that will
bring higher revenues just because they're
being sold in combination." If an
underperforming station is sold better
under duopoly, credit should go to the
management and sales efforts of the stronger operator, not to any inherent strength
realized through apparent synergy,
Fiddick observes.
By contrast, the expense benefits of
consolidation are genuine, Fiddick says.
"We've been able to eliminate ageneral
manager, aprogram director, and asales
manager... the three highest- paid people
in the station," he says. "Plus, we eliminated their rent. Think of what that does
to the cash flow of aRadio station."
While station consolidation alone
may not necessarily enhance revenues,
market consolidation can play amajor
role in firming up rates — and strengthening cash flow. "When we entered into
duopoly we viewed it as arevenue enhancer rather than acost- saver," says
Bruce Spector, Benchmark Communications' general partner. "We looked at
markets where we thought revenues
would firm up by having fewer owners,
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and generally our expectations have
held true."
One area that has fallen short of
expectations is the pace of consolidation. Says Bob Fuller, president of FullerJeffrey Broadcasting, "Duopoly is slower

QUICKREAD'
•No two duopolies are alike.
•Sales structure depends on market
idiosyncrasies, audience composition,
and station formatics.

to do than we expected, from both asales •Consolidation stabilizes ratings and
cash flow.
and programming standpoint. Unless
there's an enormous hole in the market,
• Duopoly has had little effect on Radio
unemployment.
they just take time." However, when the
dust settles, most broadcasters will be
satisfied with the results —" if they didn't
overpay," Fuller cautions.
A pioneer in LMA and duopoly, EZ tive works on the equivalent of straight
commission, nothing (except benefits and
Communications President Alan Box reoffice space) is saved by reducing asales
calls that his initial objective in consolidation was to save money and employ force from 15 to 10, he says.
Station consolidation is atime- and
fewer salespeople — but he admits things
labor-intensive process, according to
just didn't work out that way. " It is important to have an accurate view of what Mark Mays, Clear Channel VP/operashare each of these stations were taking tions. " It takes alot of energy and effort
out of their markets before duopoly, and to get two separate stations functioning
make sure you do
not lose that
share once you
`We've had 70 years of Radio
own them both,"
sales and ayear and a half of
he says. " In order
duopolies ... Not only are we
to do that, we
have found it exnot yet taking the mid-term
tremely imporexam, we're still writing the
tant to maintain
textbooks.' — Bill Figenshu
separate sales
staffs and sales
management,
in anew system," he says. "On the revwhile providing incentive for people to
operate as ateam. They have to know enue side it takes awhile to get up to
they're not competing with, but rather speed— but none of this has come as any
complementing, one another."
In fact, operators who expect to incur savings by slashing the sales department should think again, says Heritage
Media's Fiddick. " It's afalse economy to
think you can cut the staff and reduce
commissions," he says. "You still have X
number of spots and accounts, and there's
alimit to how much any one person can
do." Since virtually every account execu-

surprise to us."
Like Snowflakes
If one truism about duopoly exists, it
is that no two are alike. For instance,
Clear Channel operates ( or is closing on)
duopolies in seven different markets, and
the management structure differs considerably, depending on each individual
42
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Managing a
Culture Clash
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situation. In some markets the company
maintains two GMs, as in Richmond,
where one manager oversees two strong
AMs while aseparate GM manages the
FMs and two sales forces. By contrast,
Clear Channel's New Orleans duopoly
has one GM overseeing the entire operation — including acombined sales force.
Benchmark Communications, which
operates seven duopolies, has realized
some true economies through consolidation of facilities, combining general and
administrative functions and other "salary benefits." "We have only one general

Whenever awell- liked employee is fired, a personnel rule is changed, or
awhim is altered in aRadio company, dissension can fester among the rank
and file. Change breeds conflict, and conflict breeds discord.
And duopoly means change.
Heritage Media's Paul Fiddick notes a distinct feeling of conqueror vs.
conquered. " New owners often think they're going to go into astation and
be welcomed as liberators, but instead they're viewed much as Nazis were

manager in each market," says Spector,

when they took over France," Fiddick explains. " Even at your own station you

the company's general partner. "But we
keep separate GSMs because we also
have separate sales staffs. Programming
also remains separate ; only in one of

begin to be treated with suspicion. When duopoly activity begins in amarket,

our markets are we the same format in
the duopoly."

everyone is very anxious because they're afraid they'll be on the wrong end
of aduopoly."
Even when an operator buys another station, he's still treated with
trepidation. "You think you'll be seen by your staff as ahero, but they begin

EZ Communications' Box believes
that, for the most part, sales between two

to react unfavorably," Fiddick says. " It's like parents who tell their kids

stations in aduopoly should be separate.
'There are circumstances in our company where we have not done that, but

attention and deal with this new sibling. You cannot avoid these issues, and

that is more the exception than the rule,"
he says. "We tend to have one general
sales manager instead of two, and
some sort of local sales management
for each station.
Fuller-Jeffrey's management and sales
staffs vary from market to market. "With

they're adopting anew baby, but the kids know they're going to have to share
they can eat you up unless you're good at anticipating them," he says.
Viacom's Bill Figenshu wholeheartedly agrees. "You really have to take care
of the first station when you buy asecond in the market," Figenshu says. "You
can't allow the staff to feel that the new toy across the hall is more important
than they are. The manager really has to spend alot more time focusing on
the human resources of the station."
Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting President Bob Fuller cautions that merging two
opposing cultures can create some internal challenges. "Any company that

the exception of Sacramento ( where the
FM and two AMs had two GMs), we've
had one general manager in all these

fired," he says. " In many cases some of these people have been close format

duopolies, but with separate sales man-

competitors, and there can be alot of bad blood between people who all of

agers," says company President Fuller.
"Our stations in Portland, Portsmouth,
Des Moines and Sacramento all have
separate sales staffs, while our two FMs in
Santa Rosa each have asales staff and the
AM has its own staff."
Sales structure at individual
duopolies often depends on the formatics
of the consolidated stations, says Fuller.
Both FM stations at Fuller-Jeffrey's
duopoly in Portland, Maine, are rockoriented, while those in Des Moines and
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, are country, and the two FMs in Santa Rosa are
rock. Whatever the case, great care should
be taken not to treat one station as aweak
sister. "When AM- FM combos were viable back in the '60s and '70s, one of the
43
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merges can face alot of problems ... a lot of egos get hurt and people get

asudden are in bed together."
Often the fear of the unknown can become so overwhelming that people
bail out in anticipation of change. " We just finished two deals, and I'm
amazed at how many people fired themselves," says EZ Communications
President Alan Box. " The people at the stations we were acquiring
thought they were going to get fired,
and in some cases they just instantly
jumped ship. "
Box suggests that broadcasters treat the
fears and concerns of employees seriously
and immediately. " Unless you make a
concerted effort to understand what these
people are going through and deal with
them directly, it will cost a lot of money
and cause problems," he says. — RB
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stations always suffered if there was only
one sales staff — and this is no different
with duopoly," he says.
Corporate Assets
Infinity Broadcasting Chairman/
CEO Mel Karmazin believes that people
represent a company's greatest assets,
and he makes an effort to retain as many

`If we're all honest, we have
to admit there's nothing
inherent in combining two
FMs that will bring higher
revenues just because they're
being sold in combination.' —

of the pre-duopoly staffers as possible.
"Having two general managers means we
have twice as many assets," he explains.
"When we look at the opportunity of
having two Radio stations in the same
market, we don't view the general
manager's salary as adisadvantage. We
view the general manager as somebody
who's going to help us make alot more
money." Karmazin stresses that Radio
has ahigh degree of fixed cost and relatively low variable cost, so by having
separate staffs and general managers, "we
can generate incremental revenues much
greater than the savings we could realize
by cutting asalary."
NewCity's Dick Ferguson, who owns
duopolies in four of the six markets in
which the company operates, agrees that
Karmazin's strategy makes sense — in
the larger markets. 'There are very fundamental differences in the Radio business in the top 10 markets and the rest of
the markets," he says. 'The kind of consolidation savings you get in New York
or Los Angeles are miniscule compared
to the revenue opportunity."
Opportunity for increased revenues,
of course, is what duopoly is all about.
"Any time you have the chance to increase your shelf space in amarket, you
take it," says Figenshu, who notes that
Viacom already has considerable experience with this type of selling in its cable
division. "We have MTV, VH-1 and
Nickelodeon, all of which occupy
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different shelf space and are demographically different in the cable world ... yet all
are similar in the way they're sold
and marketed."
Prism Radio Partners President/CEO
Bill Phalen stresses that sales varies as
much as any other element in duopoly.
"Some of our stations are sold together,
while others are sold with separate sales
staffs but pitched together. It all depends
on the format, the demographic targets
of the stations,
the composition
of the marketplace, and the
makeup of the
sales staff and
management."
Certain formats work better
Paul Fiddick
together than
others, Phalen
says. " In the upper age cells, oldies and soft AC work
very well, while in the bottom cells CHR
and AOR can work very well in tandem.
You can capture the women 18-34 demographic with CHR and males with
AOR. Actually, just about anything can
make sense: In Louisville we have an

ri

AOR and asoft AC paired together,
and there are many ways to integrate
them in sales."
Phalen believes strongly that, in
sales, more is more. "When you have 20
people on the street selling the stations,
either individually or in combination,
you have 20 people digging up business
— and you're alot stronger than if you
had just seven bodies. The more people
you have on the street, the greater the
opportunity you have to get deeper into
the marketplace."
This philosophy is shared by Clear
Channel which, in most circumstances,
maintains separate sales forces at its
duopolies. 'To us it seems obvious that
it's better to have 40 salespeople on the
street than 20," says Mark Mays. "When
you have 40 you create more demand for
your inventory, and you're able to price
it alot better."
Everyone Loves ASynergy
Unlike many duopoly operators,
Viacom's Figenshu believes that duopolies
can work equally well targeting either
similar or vastly different demographic
groups. In Seattle the company mixes
44
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oldies and modern rock because it allows
for the sale of both an 18-34 and 35-54
audience, while in Washington WMZQ's
country format has been combined with
classic rock. Both cases allow for separate
sales, Figenshu says. On the other
hand, the Los Angeles
combo programs hot AC
and soft AC, both essentially targeted to
women, such aproduct
calls for one sales department selling two
separate products.
"It's like selling Coke
and Diet Coke,"
Figenshu notes.
Heritage Media's
Fiddick says that, in startup or turnaround situations, programming synergy is crucial. " If astation is
weakly sold it won't have as high cash
flow, and the business risk of building it
up is greater," he explains. "We wouldn't
do aduopoly where there wouldn't be
programming or expense synergy."
"Most of our stations were strong
stations when we bought them," adds
Clear Channel's Mays. "We believe in
buying franchises, but we also know we
can build them — as in Tampa." He
agrees that programming synergy is important, but other factors can be just as
vital. "We believe we should build franchises and sell them separately in all our
markets— that's the way we feel duopoly
will work best," Mays says.
Fuller-Jeffrey's duopoly strategy
clearly is one of protecting the programming flanks, according to Fuller. For instance, following the phenomenal showing of WBLM-FM Portland in the '
93
Spring Arbitron survey, the company
decided to defend its position as that
market's rock leader. "Generally, we've
bought asecond station to protect the
market breadwinner, whatever that may
be," he says. 'This way we can bend
either station one way or the other — or
both ways, if we had to."
Box believes that programming departments need to remain intact — and
separate from the rest of the station.
"We've made very few cuts in programming because that's an area that needs to
remain autonomous," he says. 'They need
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their own PD, their own staff, their own
research, their own promotion — and
the less we mingle it with the rest of the
station, the better off we feel we are."
New Math

The Equalizer
One unexpected benefit of duopoly
is the stability it can bring to ratings,

revenues and cash flow. "If you have one
format that doesn't do quite as well in one
rating book as it has done historically,
the other stations normally will score a
little higher," says Phalen. "It's alaw of
averages." As a result, the entire

Most duopoly broadcasters now
agree: There is no magic formula that
makes one plus one equal more than
two ... in fact, the sum often
combo will experience amore consisdoesn't equal the
tent pattern in the ratings, which transvalue of its indilates to more consistent sales — and a
vidual parts.
more consistent bottom line. " In this
Again, there
regard, duopoly makes things more preare more exdictable," Phalen says.
ceptions than
"The most overlooked part of
there are rules.
duopoly — and one of its biggest ben"One plus one can
efits to the industry — is that it has made
equal 1.5 or 5, decash flow more predictable," adds
pending on the situaSpector. Prior to duopoly, many operation," says Fuller. "A lot tors constantly worried that some format
depends on what you paid for the
competitor might try something irratiostation, what terms you had, what other
nal, but when one broadcaster owns two
operators are in the market, and how or three signals, "there's amore rational
you structure your stations."
approach to the market," he says. 'Thus,
While it might be possible for the you're less likely to have swings in cash
sum to be greater than the parts if top
flow — and that's avery desirable charmarket stations were doubled up, "at acteristic to banks and investors."
this point duopoly is still too young to
Case in point: the consolidation of
really be able to make that claim," says
WEMP-AM/WMYX-FM and WEZWViacom's Figenshu. "All three of our secFM by Heritage Media in Milwaukee.
ond stations were
start-ups, and we
never intended
'When AM- FM combos were
them to be more
viable back in the '6os and
than they are."
'7os, one of the stations always
In fact, as
Fiddick suggests,
suffered if there was only one
"At the risk of
sales staff — and this is no
sounding audadifferent with duopoly.' — Bob Fuller
cious, it's time to
put that debate
behind us. The
truth is, when stations are sold in combiObserves Fiddick, "By pairing up the two
nation, one of them ends up being an odd
leading ACs in the market we created an
lot and you usually end up discounting
awesome combo that gave us astrategic
one or the other. One plus one equals
format advantage in terms of sustaintwo, and we're kidding ourselves if ability of cash flow. With duopoly you
we think it equals more than two — have the opportunity to deter competialthough sometimes it might appear tion, which nets its way down economigreater if you're selling aweakly sold cally and brings more certainty and
station better."
sustainability to your cash flow."
According to Fiddick, an FM- FM
"Duopoly does stabilize asituation,"
combo is "a station combination based
agrees Box, who recalls how EZ Commuon advertiser needs and not acoincinications paired ahealthy station with a
dence of common ownership," as were
mid- pack station. "Surprisingly, the midmost AM- FM combinations, "wherein
pack station is doing much better," he
one plus one usually equalled less says. "It put legs under that station. It
than two."
45
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gave some stability and size and respect
to it, and, both in terms of gross sales and
ratings, that station is doing better."
Job Lot
One widespread criticism of duopoly
is the great disappearing act of Radio
jobs. Some opponents of consolidation
insist that upwards of 10 percent of the

'We've made very few cuts in
programming because that's
an area that needs to remain
autonomous ... the less we
mingle it with the rest of the
station, the better ...'
work force has been affected as top managers and office staffers alike are terminated, but many broadcasters insist that
these figures are grossly inflated. With
some 500 stations having changed hands

under the new duopoly rules, an average
of five people per station have received
their pink slips — for atotal of 2,500
eliminated positions. With 10,000 commercial Radio stations in the United
States, however, an attrition rate of 10
percent would assume an average of 2.5
employees per Radio station — aridiculous assumption at best.
Paul Fiddick places the "true" number at closer to 1percent or 2percent. "In
reality, the grim
reaper of employment was the recession, the end
of which coincided
with
duopoly," he explains. "Duopoly
took the rap for
— Alan Box
what were alot of
economic
downsizes. Ultimately, it affects only asmall number of
stations in the Radio universe, while the
poor economy affected everyone."
Fiddick notes that four times as many
jobs were lost by every station laying off

one person than by every duopoly laying
off five. " In many duopolies no one gets
laid off, while in others 15 get laid off ...
and in the two we've done, three positions were eliminated in each case, on
average," Fiddick says.
Unemployment aside, one of
duopoly's greatest advantages is the
theory that, as the number of owners in a
market drops, the Radio business will
become healthier. "We'll be able to get
more inventory into better broadcasters'
hands," says Mays. "And that's imperative for the future of Radio. When fewer
people control more inventory, prices
will increase — and that will be good
for Radio."
"Duopoly is more than just acostsaving measure," agrees Fuller. " Rather
than having 10 operators in amarket
— four of them bad — we'll have five
good operators. Television laughed
at Radio for years because there were
so many Radio stations, but, with
duopoly, Radio's getting the last
laugh. It strengthens the market, it
strengthens business, and it shakes
out some shady operators."
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The Fax of Life
Marketing to AC's ' Prime Time' Audience

Gary Fisher
WNIC-FM/WMTG-AM Detroit
AC/Motown

Jim Donahoe, GM
KMZQ-FM Las Vegas
AC

R

1993 at 132 million, a9percent increase.
AC. Just avery safe oldies- based station.
ADIO INK: Gentlemen, give us an All indications are that the market will
DONAHOE: Let me start with alittle backoverview of your station and your market.
grow to at least 138 million in '94, anground on the Las Vegas market and the
FISHER: A lot of people throughout the other healthy year. Of course, the autokind of growth that we've seen with all
Midwest know about WNIC. WNIC has
motive recovery has certainly triggered the national press. We finished this year
been one of the original AC stations in
the optimism out here. There has been a up 17 percent of the revenues and finAmerica since 1974. In fact, back then, it tremendous surge in retail and just in
ished at about 24.6. For the first four
was called Chicken Rock. Iwould define general an overall optimism.
months of the year we were up about 10
us as avery warm, very friendly AC, a DONAHOE: Gary, How would you depercent and finished the last eight months
heritage AC, amainstream AC, and cerscribe WNIC musically? Is it more '70sof the year at about a22 to 23 percent
tainly avery personality- oriented AC.
oriented, is it asoft AC, asoft square AC?
increase pace. Acouple of different things
We're surrounded, on the
have happened here in
other hand, in Detroit by lite
town. For one, the first
ACs, hot ACs, soft ACs ...
'We're trying to fight this country thing ... I of May, there was acourt
but WNIC occupies and conhearing that legalized
trols the heritage personality
feel alittle bit like the cowboys have circled, casino advertising in the
for the centrist AC position
the wagons are around us.' — Jim Donahoe state of Nevada. So, up
and has been in that position
to this point, we weren't
for 20 years. The AM,
able to take any casino
WMTG, which is almost aladvertising. So, that has
ways sold in combo with WNIC, is afullFISHER: You really can't define WNIC's been an incredible increase for us. One
time, 5,000 watt Motown oldies station
music by alabel. WNIC's audience goes
particular casino in the month of May
that plays all Motown gold all the time.
record by record through the catalog of alone pulled $ 100,000 out of the newsWe recently purchased the Dave Scott titles all through the '70s and '80s. Some
paper and put it into Radio.
Studio CD Digital Juke Box System, and Michael Bolton records test well ;other
INK: Which casino was that?
now it is an automated Radio station.
Michael Bolton records tank. Some Cher DONAHOE: It was Palace Station. They do
WMTG has modest ratings but brings records test well ; others tank. Some
abig promotion called, "Car Day in May."
about 80,000 cume to the party and cerMichael Jackson records test well ;others They changed it to 'Two Cars A Day In
tainly helps rank our position tremendon't. Iwould say that we play very little May" and it has just gone gang- busters. I
dously in a busy market like Detroit.
current music. We would probably be
think it is important in that the FCC is
Business conditions in Detroit have been
labeled as an oldies- based AC, but the
appealing that ruling. We're not sure
very healthy for the last several years.
audience at WNIC is somewhat picky whether it's going to stand as it is. It may
The market has gone from 115 million in
about the music. So, we certainly don't
have been one hell of awindfall or it may
1991 to 121 million in '92. It closed in
lean hot. We're not an adventuresome
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be something that's got some legs to it
that we can expect to last. We should
know more on that in about April of this
coming year. In addition to that, there is
somewhere near 8 percent population
growth in this city ayear. There are three
mega resorts that have just opened up
since October of last year. These are all
going toward more family orientation in
Las Vegas. Between those three resorts,
they employ somewhere near 17,000
people. ... Our station itself has an interesting history. It went on the air in 1984
as "Klassy 100." It was aGeorge Johns,
champagne, white-glove type of format.
It was one of about six stations in the
market at that time. It was avery broadbased AC that played Carly Simon, some
of that old stuff from the '70s, along with
some current stuff. They were sitting
there, had huge numbers, the No. 1and
No. 2stations in the market. Then, all of
asudden, in 1986, '87 and '88, Radio
really became avogue investment. There
were alot of new entrants into the market. Four of those new entrants between
1986 and 1988 elected to go AC. So, in
about 1988 this station was 14th out of
the 15 ACs in the market and it basically
dropped the Klassy 100 moniker to a
white male CHR — Bruce Springsteen,
John Cougar and stuff like that — and
was just getting their heads handed to
them. In 1989 we put it back on the air as
Klassy 100, new and improved for the
'90s, with anew logo, new look. It's a
current-based hot AC, which is different
from amixed format that is just alittle
hotter than what we are. We are very
personality driven, with abig morning
team, mid-afternoon and morning drive
team, live 24 hours aday, and I've had
pretty good success with it. It's been
among the top two or three stations for
the last four years. We're trying to fight
this country thing that's been going on.
And Ifeel alittle bit like the cowboys
have circled, the wagons are around us.
There is acountry station in this latest
book with No. 1. We were a couple
points behind them at No. 2. Then there
was another country station a couple
points behind us at No. 3.
INK: How is the country rage affecting you
In Detroit, Gary?
FISHER: Well, there is atremendous coun-

try battle raging between the entrenched
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Shamrock station, WWWW-Alvt/FM,
and the emerging young country station
owned by Alliance Broadcasting, WYCD.
It has not affected our business at all.
WNIC has had agreat year. Our sales
went up by amillion bucks last year. Our
cash flow went up by amillion bucks last
year over '
92. So, even though the country battle is being fought here, it really
has no bearing on WNIC or the other
mainstream stations in the market.
THE MILLION- BUCK QUESTION
INK: How does one increase one's billing
by a million bucks?
FISHER: One of the great ways to increase billing is to increase ratings. WNIC
was relatively under-researched and under- marketed when Itook it over back in
September of 1992. One of the first things
we did was rush some real partisan-based,
core- oriented research into the field and
quickly got agrip on what WNIC's partisans wanted.
INK: Gary, who does your research?
FISHER: We used aguy by the name of
Ted Ruscitti. Ilook at him as my secret
weapon. A lot of people don't know
about him ; alot of people have never
heard of him. We crafted a research
project, an auditorium music test, and a
full-blown strategic that allowed us to
really get astrategy locked in for WNIC.
Then, we marched on that strategy for
the longest time. WNIC had no strategy,
and it was being niched from every side.
Because the station has been such aheritage player in Detroit for the last 20
years, it was, as Elton John says in his
song, still standing. But it was barely
standing. Ithink the research helped to
drive the ratings. I
think we totally turned
around the sales department. We changed
sales management, we changed half the
AEs, we changed alot of the sales practices, and tried to install a new sales
culture to try and get the station to overmanage its business as opposed to being
managed by the rest of the Radio stations
in the market.
INK: Would you expand on that theory?
FISHER: Well, I've had success at event

marketing at my prior station. Ihad run
Z-100 in New York for five years before
Icame in to run WNIC. We had done an
awful lot of event marketing in New
York. So, rather than run around and
focus on lots of new approaches, we
48
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decided to take avery strong position on
just afew sales promotion areas that we
felt, based upon the warm, fuzzy
stationality of WNIC in this market, could
really pay dividends. So, we have two
events now, each of which end up being
six- figure, flat billing events. By flat billing Imean, we actually memo bill clients
for it.
DONAHOE: No inventory at all?
FISHER: No inventory at all. One of
them is nothing
more than aspin on
an old idea: We call
it the annual WNIC
Baby Shower, which
is the old bridal expo
idea refashioned to
women, children
and families, which
is really what WNIC
is all about.
PASSIONATE LISTENERS
FISHER: We rent a big room, we sell

booths, we have clowns and things of
that sort. In my three years here, the
billing of the thing has gone from $ 35,000
one year to $70,000 last year, and this
year we hope to do over $ 100,000. We
also do non- spot billing and we do give
mentions in aconsolidated baby shower
sales promo. That is almost always something that can lock in agood first quarter
for afamily- oriented station like WNIC.
Our other big event is WNIC Listener
Appreciation Day, where we rent out an
amusement park for awhole day, we sell
booths at the amusement park, we sell
sampling, banners, napkins, tablecloths,
again, all off- air, non- spot billing that
gets memo billed. This has also developed into asix- figure event. WNIC is
kind of unique in that there is so much
written about the dispassionate nature of
the AC audience and the AC music, but
WNIC has avery loyal core of people
who are passionate about it. We run
listener appreciation day on the backs of
those people basically.
DONAHOE: We should go back to one
issue: the very focused Pis, your auditorium test and so on, where you were
screening for those people. We did probably the exact same thing as you did. We

actually did all that type of research
where we did amusic essence test, we did
astrategic back in late '89 and athen
music test in an effort to put the station
together for its on- air date of Jan. 1,
1990. We continue to do one strategic a
year and two music tests ayear. It's all
screened for ahip AC.
FISHER: This was the kind of research
that was being done against WNIC by
Infinity, by Viacom, by Greater Media, by Group W and Broadcasting
Partners ...
DONAHOE: Yes, you guys were behind

looking at the guy at the top of the heap
saying, OK, here's the guy we're shooting at. Iguess the challenge is more to
stay on top than it is anything else. From
asales perspective, we're running better
than a200 power ratio right here now.
We do apromotion every year called
"People's Choice Teacher of the Year."
There are 135,000 school children in the
city. We sell this to the grocery store, we
sell it to travel agents, airlines, everybody, and we also have the kids write a
100- word essay on why their teacher
ought to be the teacher of the year. We

the eight ball. When we first started
doing it, we were probably the only
station in the market doing any kind of
research like this at all. We were spending a good five- figure, not quite sixfigure number, in research. At the same
time, Ithink the design was to put the
product where it needed to be rather
than forcing down what we thought the
product should be, then spending the
rest of the money on marketing. So, we
probably cut our marketing budget significantly and increased our research budget pretty dramatically to be able to give
the audience what they're looking for
and superserve that core, if you will.

got 15,000 entries. The teacher gets an
all-expense paid trip to Hawaii and $ 1,000
in spending money. The winning class
also gets aday out at an amusement park
and stuff like that. We do another promotion that we call the "Rio Beach Parties," which is on Tuesday nights at the
Rio Hotel here. We get about 1,200
listeners out there on a weekly basis,
giving us an opportunity to sell sponsorships to the beers, suntan people, sunglasses, etc.
FISHER: That's exactly the same thing we
do and, Ithink, a lot of other Radio
stations as well. Although some shudder
at the thought of value-added promotions, Ithink there are great ways like

TWO BIRDS, ONE STONE

these to give value-added to clients by
simply rolling out programming- oriented
promotions and taking the things that

FISHER: No matter how many events you

market, no matter how much you get
into non-traditional revenues,
no matter how
alot of stations have gotten into event
many different
bells and whistles
marketing, because you can kill two birds
you've got going
with one stone.' — Gary Fisher
in that sales department, if you
don't have some
recognizable rank or position in your you normally would do to massage your
target demo, it's going to be difficult to core and just providing access to those
out- perform and to get the job done. So,
right out of the box we needed to get
rank and position back in our target demo,
women 25-54, and get it back quickly.
DONAHOE: It's relative to where you're
coming from and relative to what the
station's maturation level is and so on.
We went through one of these things
where we increased our billing by about
a million bucks in quite a bit smaller
market in 1991 to 1992 and increased the

events to advertisers. There is just aworld
of things that can be done off- air for
advertisers. And, if there are things that
need to be done on- air, if they can be
couched in terms of the kinds of events
that you'd be doing anyway, whether a
client was busting your chops or not,
then you're going to end up with ahappier client and you're not going to be
degrading the air sound. Ithink that's
why alot of stations have gotten into
cash flow better than three quarters of a event marketing, because you can kill
million dollars in what was apretty small
two birds with one stone.
market. Then, at that point, everybody is
49 P
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DONAHOE: What do you do to market
your station, Gary?

THE BOUNTIFUL HARVEST
FISHER: We're into segmented marketing. We're up against a lot of Radio
stations in the AC arena that are into
mass marketing, big mass mail drops, big
TV buys. We feel that our interests are
best served by doing niche marketing

and direct marketing against our segment of the market. So, we do an awful
lot of data-basing. We've got 28,000
loyal listener's names and numbers. They
get birthday cards, newsletters and the
normal stuff, but it's an area that WNIC
had not jumped into before. We do alot
of working the work place. Certainly, in
AC stations 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. is prime
time, so we've been harvesting office fax
numbers for the better part of two years.
We now have 20,000 office fax numbers,
and we fax to them every couple of weeks
with anewsletter. We also have asecret
song contest where they only know the
name of the song through the fax. So,
this does trigger some awareness of the
fax. We also do acouple of direct mail
drops at the start of each fall and spring
book targeted to key hot zips where we
know Arbitron fishes for AC return in
this market. We also know that WNIC
has alot of partisans in these areas.
We also, twice ayear, do the direct
mail Dream Catalog that we fund with
coupons that we sell by selling $4,000
to $6,000 worth of coupons in ahuge,
six- page "
Dream Sweepstakes Prize

Catalog" that goes to 1million homes.
DONAHOE: Do you do fax those in-house?
FISHER: Yes. We've invested heavily into
aseries of computers that work all night
faxing these newsletters.
DONAHOE: I'll be honest with you, I
thought Iwas one of the few stations in
America doing this broadcast faxing. Ido
it every week.
FISHER: You know what, it's not being
done here, either; that's why Ifigured
we've got to get into this thing and own
it. Now, we've got the market scrambling. We've got the other Radio stations
in the market going to every printing
place, every office supply place trying to
cut some trade deals to try to cover this
huge office at-work network deal that
we've got going.
DONAHOE: They can't do it. They can't
catch up.
WORKING FOR THE WEEKEND
INK: Jim, what are you doing with it?
DONAHOE: We've got adata base ;ours is
not quite as big, but this is asmaller city.
There are 20,000 offices in this city with
5o 111>

2 Ways to Increase Your Sales
1

PAM LONTOS'

PAM LONTOS'

IN-STATION SEMINARS

RADIO AUDIO CASSETTE
LEARNING COURSES

Pam teaches proven sales
techniques that double
and triple billing.

"Tune Into Success in
Broadcast Selling"

•Seminars on all aspects of
selling — group participation
and role play.

•This is the original set that has
made thousands of salespeople
millions of dollars

•Questioning, closing, eliminating objections, suggestive
selling ... more.

•24 cassette sides
•Sales and motivation
"Guerrilla Tactics for
Streetwise Radio Selling"
•12 cassette sides and
a 100- page manual

"Pam Lontos is #1
at training new and experienced
salespeople.... Believe me,
she knows what works on the streets
and can teach your salespeople."
— George Green, President, KABC

•All sales, all Radio

•On the street calls made with
the staff.
•Hiring, testing, evaluating.

Call (714) 831-8861
Lontos Sales & Motivation, Inc.
P.O. Box 2874

•Teaches entire sales procedure

Laguna Hills, CA 92654

for beginner to advanced
Circle Reader Service # 128
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IN THE TRENCHES'

people. It's aphenomenal promotion.
FISHER: We've found it is easy to sell
coupons on the fax network too. Every
between 1and 50 employees. I've got time you can offer someone 10,000 or
12,000 offices in my data base. It's about 20,000 work places for arelatively mod15,000 names so Ido have duplicates est amount of money, $ 3,000 or $4,000,
within some of those offices. We fax they really get pretty hot about it.
them anewsletter once aweek, and it is DONAHOE: We haven't done that. We
a secret song calendar —$ 100 songs talk about things that we're doing on the
Monday through Wednesday and on station, we do acash calendar, we conFriday with a $500 song on Thursday. gratulate last week's winners. We've got
We do another thing that is included in afax server down there with six modem
that, which is "Classy 100, your weekend lines coming into it. That's how you do
getaway, gets you away for the weekit. It's desktop publishing. Gary, how do
end." We do block party type of promo- you go about harvesting fax numbers?
tions on the weekend. This gives us away FISHER: We harvest fax numbers everyto promote weekend listening which, where anybody goes in this metro. We're
historically, is not one of your prime just always keeping an eye out for new
dayparts on an AC station. This is a fax numbers. We've been at it for 20
promotion we've done for three years months. Like every other Radio station
straight now. We do ski trip getaways, in America, we had what Ilovingly call
we do trips to San Diego, we do trips to the room from hell. There we had huge
San Francisco, we go to the convention cardboard cartons of greasy fading faxes
and visitor's bureau or the ski authorities that had been faxed to the station over
or whoever it is, and they comp us the the last 10 years and huge cardboard
trip. Also, we'll get 20 CDs from one of cartons of probably long- dead listeners
the labels. We give away those 20 CDs as who had filled out cards along with all
qualifying prizes all weekend long. Mon- the rest of it. So, we started mining that,
day morning, my morning team an- and it gave us about half of the guts of
nounces the winner out of those 20 what we wanted from the loyal listener
49
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point of view and half of what we thought
we could at least get started with from an
at-work network, work the work place
situation. From that point on, we added
all 350 ad agencies and buying services
... And everybody has kind of seen it and
got religion, and everybody keeps it alive.
DONAHOE:Well, we did apromotion last
summer which was somewhat by accident. We went to atravel agency when
Northern Exposure was real hot, and we
asked for afree trip to Alaska, but they
didn't have one. But they had atrip to
England. So, Igo back to my PD and
music director, the creative types, and
asked them what they could do with this.
They said, we should do apromotion
called "I
Need The Royal Treatment" and
put music behind it. We went on air with
the promotion, "I
Need The Royal Treatment," and asked listeners to fax us their
names and numbers to be in the contest.
We got 5,000 faxes. We did another
promotion with "Classy 100 is aWorld
of Difference," giving away atrip to about
13 different locations throughout the
world. We're doing one right now to the
theme of the song Born Free. It's called"Bill
Free February." We've only had it on the
air for two days, and we've got 1,500
faxes in already.
INK: How many fax Unes do you have?
DONAHOE: We've got six incoming, six
outgoing. They come and go. Basically,
you can do 400 faxes an hour on that.
INK: Any final thoughts?
FISHER: Iwould just say that everybody
in the Radio business needs to embrace
the new direct marketing strategies like
we've talked about here. The mass market, for all intents and purposes, is probably dead in Radio. WNIC is doing alot
better than it's done in along time by just
taking aim on little particles of this market as opposed to trying to win in Detroit
at large. A lot of the successful stations
around the country are doing it this way
as well.
DONAHOE: It's pretty tough to believe in
Radio, in the fact that it can target an
audience, and then come back and spend
all your money on TV to try and promote
that Radio station. That seems to be a
little inconsistent. One other thought. I
thought 1993 was apretty damn good
year for Radio. And for broadcasters.
Frankly, Ithink 1994 will be even better.
We're seeing an awful lot of positive
things for the industry as awhole.
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Miles Above Your Competition!
As authorized distributors for multiple lines of
satellite communications products, we'll make sure
you have the right system for your needs. Then we'll
handle the implementation demills: from licensing &
lease financing; satellite selection & space segment; to
turnkey installation & training. But we don't stop
there— NSN maintains a24-hour Technical
Support Center because your network doesn't stand
still after five.
Experience and service is why NSN Network Services
is the nation's leading distributor of SCPC digital VSAT
audio and data networks.
Look to us for:

qAudio & Data VSAT Network Equipment
VSAT Network Design

5? Domestic

& International Spacetime

?s? Integrated Operations Networks
5? 24-Hour Technical Support
5? Installation & Training
5? Disaster Recovery
15? Lease Financing
_

----.-

—w

p

ut yourself above the rest with asatellite system from NSN Network Services. NSN's digital

VSAT audio and data distribution systems have enabled broadcasters around the world to

reach new heights in program and spot distribution, while keeping costs grounded.
If you want to program distant stations, centralize commercial production and billing, start your
own programming network, or expand your existing operation, call us. NSN has established

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES

and supports over 60 digital satellite audio systems, with over 1,000 receive sites worldwide.

Avon, Colorado USA

303 * 949 *7774

800•345•m

SM

Fax 303.949.9620

NSN is an authorized distributor of ComStream, Wm, Audlsk, Crown, and other fine utellite and broadcast communications products.
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COPY CLIPS
Below are nine different Radio Spot copy ideas which have been used on the air successfully in various markets. Just copy this
page, cut out the cards, put them in afiling box and use them as a reference for tried-and-true copy ideas. Send your great Radio
spot copy by fax to 407-995-8498, or mail to: Radio Ink, Attn.: Copy Clips, 8000 N. Federal Highway, Boca Raton, FL 33487. Please
remember to include the copy category, client's name, your name, title, station and whether the spot is : 3o or : 6o.

RESTAURANT

TELEPHONES

:60 PIZZA HUT
(sfx: Door opens in meeting room. Noises of people
gathering.) Man 1: Hey, Ted! This seat taken? (sfx:
Door opens again and shuts. Noises get louder as
more people come in.) Man 2: Where are we
supposed to sit? There's no room! (six: Door opens
again and shuts.) Man 2: Iwonder who'll get the
Junior Vice President promotion. (Room gradually
quiets down) Boss (clears throat): Now that we're
all here — (six: Door opens again and shuts) Nerdy
Mailroom Man: Special delivery for you, sir. Ahhh,
ya know, sir. It looks abit cramped in here. Did you
ever think about having your meetings at Pizza Hut?
Boss: Pizza Hut? Nerdy Mailroom Man: Yes, Pizza
Hut. They have a newly remodeled meeting room
that seats 90. You can have a meeting, a party or
areception there. Boss: Excellent idea, Johnson! Let
me shake your hand, Mr. " New Junior Vice President" Johnson. Anncr: Call Pizza Hut today to
reserve their newly remodeled meeting room.
Lisa Henshaw, KCCQ Ames, IA

:60 TELE -DIFFERENCE
Hypnotizer/Stan: Tele Difference, Tele Difference,
Tele Difference ... You're getting sleepy ... sleepy! ...
Guy Being Hypnotized: Tele ... Guy 3: Stan —
what're you doin'?! Hypnotizer/Stan: I'm hypnotizing Greg. Guy 3: Why? Stan: Iwant him to remember
Tele Difference. Guy 3: Tele Difference? Stan: Tele Difference — Your total telephone store. Tele Difference has business and residential phones,
competitive fax service, cellular service and up-todate equipment for sale. Tele Difference offers
quick repair and installation service. Tele Difference ... Guy 3: Will Ibe able to tell adifference with
Tele Difference? Stan: Absolutely. Tele Difference is
a local telephone company, so you won't have to
travel anywhere to get your phone repaired. Tele Difference, Tele Difference ... You're getting sleepy
... Guy Being Hypnotized: (Yawn, Waking up) Remember ... Tele Difference. Call Tele Difference at
232-8084 today.
Lisa Henshaw, KCCQ Ames, IA

RADIO
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FUNERAL HOME AND
CREMATORIUM
:30

PATTISION FAMILY FUNERAL HOME AND CREMATO-

RIUM

(Start music) This was his old chair, the one he used
to sit in Sunday afternoons watching the football
game. Well-worn, but rich in character. You brush
your hand over the back of the chair, thinking to
yourself he really isn't gone, he's just out in the
back yard raking up the last of the leaves before the
coming snow. But the yard's empty, and you know
it. A wave of emotion overcomes you. Grieving the
death of aloved one takes time, but life will go on,
as before. A few thoughts from Pattision Family
Funeral Home and Crematorium.
Ian Schofield, CHAT Alberta, CN

RADIO
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INK

WINE STORE

AUTO SERVICE CENTER

:30 WINE SELLAR
Girl (cold voice): On those long winter nights I
sometimes think to myself ... (start music under) ...
what it would be like to lie in front ola crackling fire
... soft piano music plays in the background ...
holding me, a tall, dark Italian guy ... ( Insert sfx:
scratch effect) (Stop music) Girl: Then Isay to
myself ... you've been watching too many soaps,
girl! Get alife! (knock on door) Girl: Hi, Jimmy ... Guy
(Bob McKenzie voice): How's it goin' ... brought
along alittle something we both could enjoy ... Girl:
Then again ... sometimes your dreams come true ...
Anncr: The Wine Seller ... in the Carry Drive Plaza.
Ian Schofield, CHAT Alberta, CN

:60 " WROQ-PoNs"
Scary Anncr: Now another episode of "Tales From
(Game show scenario) Host: Now it's time for the 64
million dollar question. Let's meet our contestants.
The Eastside!" Today's story, " It Came From The
Con. 1: Hi, I'm " Miz" Tallulah Mercedes ... Con. 2:
Mailbox!!!" Man: There Iwas, waxing my Beemer in
Hey, I'm Jed " Bronco" Pickup ... Con. 3: Ah, hi, my
the driveway, when it happened. Iwas drawn to the
name's Ford, I'm aTaurus ... Host: That's nice. First
mailbox by an incredible force. Ilooked inside, and
question ... where is the best place to find Michelin,
there they were ... Echo Voice: The most powerful
Goodyear and Bridgestone tires? (ring) Bronco?!
coupons in the universe!!! Reg. Anncr: WROQ-Pons
are coming! WROQ, Rock loi, is sending aletter to
Con. 2: Smith Ridgeway Tire in Greenville! And they
don't hassle you with any athem slick-talkin' sales
select listeners, and this ain't junk mail, no way!
guys and fancy schmantzy gimmicks. Host: Correct.
WROQ-Pons can save you a bundle at businesses
Next question. Name a full- service auto center
near you. Just in time for Christmas. There's an offer
(ring) Ford?! Con. 3: Smith Ridgeway. They do
where you can buy a Rock sol T-shirt for just four
everything from wheel alignments to brakes to
bucks! Plus, we'll fill you in on an exclusive contest
tune-ups to ... Host: Next question. How much will
for WROQ-Pon customers. Check your mailbox or
you pay for aio point winter safety check at Smith
stop by Rock-ioi soon, and get your hands on ...
Ridgeway? (ring) Mercedes?! Con. 1: $35.95 (buzz)
Echo Voice: The most powerful coupons in the
Host: Oh! Incorrect! The io point safety check is free
universe!!! Scary Anncr: WROQ-Pons can save you
and they can handle everything from a ' 63
so much money, it's scary! Stay tuned for our next
Volkswagen to a ' 93 BMW. Last question. Where
chapter in, " It Came From The Mailbox!!"
can you get auto service you can trust? (Ring, ring,
Richard Breen, WROQ-FM Greenville, SC
ring) Everyone: Smith Ridgeway Tire!
Richard Breen, WROQ-FM Greenville, SC RAM
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rCOMEDY CLUB
:60 VILLA EAST COMEDY CLUB
There's something funny going on in Lancaster ...
(sfx) It's central PA's premier comedy nite spot ...
It's the Villa East Comedy Club! Featuring top
professional comedians from around the country.
Comedians who have appeared on major network
TV, HBO, VH-1 and A&E. Agreat evening awaits you
... start with dinner at the Italian Villa East Restaurant. Fresh veal, homemade pastas, fresh seafoods,
and sizzlin' steaks ... then laugh off those calories
at the Villa East Comedy Club. Shows at 9 p.m.
Friday, 8:3o and 10:45 Saturday, and 9 p.m. Sundays! And when you come for dinner Sunday, The
Comedy Show's free! The Villa East Comedy Club,
located at the Italian Villa East Restaurant ... 2331
Lincoln Highway East, just past Dutch Wonder
Land, call 397 -4973. (tag) Reservations requested,
must be 21. This weekend, from L.A. it's the
outrageous comedy of Terry Mullroy and the comedy magic of Baffalo Bill, hosted by Lancaster's own
Bud 'ranged.
Stephanie Peddrick & The River Crew, WHP-AM/
WRVV-FM Harrisburg, PA
RADIO
INK

DIRECT MAIL PROMO

:60 SMITH RIDGEWAY TIRE

MEN'S CLOTHING STORE
:60 PANACHE
Psst
Something good just got even better.
Panache in the Camp Hill Mall. The men's store with
the fancy name — you know the one. It started its
loth year in business this September, and to
celebrate they've brought American Premier menswear designer Joseph Abboud to their store. Joseph
Abboud clothing and J.O.E. Sportswear reflect European fashion with good old American value. From
outerwear to sport jackets, shirts, pants, vests, and
knock-out hand knit sweaters! Gorgeous Italian silk
ties from the Joseph Abboud Neckwear Collection.
Plus all the great footwear from Italy — Lorenzo
Banfi, Ralph Lauren, Polo, Cable & Company and
Steeplegate too! Boots, dress shoes, Monk straps
and even biker boots! Great clothes, great sportswear, great footwear, great leathers. Just great
fashion, period. Panache — the men's store in the
Camp Hill Mall. Ten years of fashion for the men
who really know how to dress. And it shows!!
Stephanie Peddrick & The River Crew, WHP-AM/
WRVV-FM Harrisburg, PA
RADIO
INK

DRY CLEANING
:30 RIVER CITY CLEANERS
Great Moments in Dry Cleaning History sponsored
by River City Cleaners. Today's guest — Napoleon
Bonaparte ... Anncr: Good day. Today I'm speaking
with Napoleon Bonaparte. Tell our listeners, Napoleon, what are your plans for the near future?
Napoleon: Well, Iwas going to march my armies
into Spain today, but my uniforms are still at the dry
cleaners. Anncr: What a shame! You should have
gone to River City Cleaners. They are the best!
Napoleon: That's where Josephine takes her wardrobe. She always looks s00000 beautiful. Anncr:
That's because River City Cleaners treats your
clothes like their own. Napoleon: Can they do
loo,000 uniforms by the weekend? Anncr: Maybe.
Say, I've always wondered, why do you tuck your
hand under your shirt like that? Napoleon: I'm
holding my claim check.
Tom Suter, KCN Iowa City, IA
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CLASSIFIEDS
All orders and correspondence pertaining to this section
should be sent to .

RADIO INK, 8000 North Federal

'Highway. Boca Raton, FL 33487
I. 1111zpvl o9S -90/5 or fax to ( 407)995-8498. All ads musl
he prepaid and if not paid by deadline may be subject to
ram ellation. Checks, Mastercard , Visa
Fr
press

and American

cards accepted.

Deadline: Ten days before the issue date. Ads received after
the deadline will be placed in the following issue unless you
.ir.' otherwise notified.
Rates: Classified Listings ( non display). Per issue $ 1.$0
p.., word.

Filtialions wanted:

first to words are free.

additional words: $ 1.50 per word. Blind Box: Si sper issue.
Word Count: Symbols such as GM. GSM. At. etc, count
role word each. Each abbreviation, single figure. group of
Imures, letters and initials count as one word.

We also

rmint the phone number with area rode and the up code
.rs one word. Rates:

Classified Display ( minimum Iinch,

upward in half inch incremmilsb $ iio per inc Ir. Blind Box
Numbers: The identities of RADIO INK Blind Box holders am
never revealed. When responding to ablind box, mail your
reply to the box number c/o RADIO INK, Bono Noah Federal
I
lighway. Boca Raton. FL 3)487. If you do not want your
reply to reach a certain company, simply indicate the
rompany on the outside of your envelope. If the company
named on your envelope iwresponds with the box holder,
your reply will be discarded.
CATEGORIES:
• SITUATION WANTED
• SITUATION WANTED PERSONALITY/TALENT
• SITUATION WANTED NEWS
• SITUATION WANTED PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION
• HELP WANTED
• HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

1-800-226-7857

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT
General Sales Manager for growing suburban
Chicago AOR. Must be aresults oriented leader

Experienced operations manager/air personality
seeking company that's on the move. Call Keith

that excels in coaching and motivating ayoung
sales staff. Must be organized, assertive, and

314-683-6906.

willing to carry account list. Send credentials to:
Sue Schmitz, WABT, P.O. Box 249, Dundee, IL
60118. EOE.
MISCELLANEOUS RELATED INDUSTRY
American Women in Radio and Television's
Careerline, a member service, provides new
job listings each week to our 47 chapters
nationwide. Call or write AWRT at 202-4295102, 1101 Connecticut Ave. NW Ste. 700 Washington, DC 20036 for more information.
AMs, LMAs, Duopolys. Is there an MOR/PopStandard format opportunity in your future?
M.O.R. Media consults MOR stations, exclusively.
Call Steve Warren now for Las Vegas meeting

THE BBS DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO RADIO!!!

RADIO FREE PC
313-662-4748
Up to 14,400 Baud, 8-N-1

• HELP WANTED ON- AIR
• HELP WANTED TECHNICAL
• HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING AND PRODUCTION

Attention
Radio Sates Pros

• MISCELLANEOUS RELATED INDUSTRIES
• HELP WANTED BROADCAST SCHOOLS AND SEMINARS

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT
Don't Compromise - You can have it all! OCEAN
98 Portland's Maine AC Station and All Sports
1440 AM has arare Sales Management Opportunity. If the market is as important as the company
you work for, here's an unbeatable combo! We
are in Phase II of a start-up, the Station is
established, respected, with a diversified sales

Experienced, Aggressive News Person seeks new
position. Frank Stacy 814-676-1457

Classified
Ads
Directory
Listings

•Make Extra Income
•Keep Present Job
• Earn Commissions
•Earn Finder's Fees
Our barter division is looking for

Call

new barter accounts in all areas.
Rep us part time and earn extra income
providing leads or selling clients
while keeping your present job.

1-800 -226 -7857
TODAY!

Call Thom Vance at 817-589-0991

staff. Emphasis on training, positive motivation,
client focused selling is important, internal winning attitude, strong organizational abilities are
amust! Aggressive compensation package. Send
or fax cover letter and resume to Rob Breiner.
P.O. Box 6713, Portland, ME 04101 - fax (207)
772-8087. EOE.

RESOURCE DIRECTO

WROQ in booming Greenville/Spartanburg, SC,
(ADI
3 is looking for a Retail Marketing
Manager. If you have a proven track record

100

# ),

selling non-traditional accounts (" co-op/vendor"),
and you have leadership qualities and atalent for
developing people, you're a candidate for this
position. We offer an unsurpassed environment
of support, professional development, terrific
compensation, and the opportunity to work with
our sales promotion division on national accounts. Call Alison Glander at 804-320-7768.

MARCH 14 - 27, 1994
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WORK!

HELP WANTED SALES

• HELP WANTED NEWS

• FOR SALE EQUIPMENT
• STATIONS FOR SALE

SITUATION WANTED NE

1 800-827 -1722.

• HELP WANTED SALES

• EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
• WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Very successful GM/GSM available soon for
medium to large markets. CRMC. Reply to Blind
Box in c/o Radio Ink.

COLLECTION CONSUL
LISTING AD RATES
13 Issues
$195
Listing ( Name & Phone)
65
Additional per extra line
BOX AD RATES
AD SIZES

$300

1- 800- 32- REMIT
13 Issues
S 975

11/2"

25 Issues

25 Issues
$ 1,750

1,433

2,572

1,872

3,360

2 1/2"

2,291

4, 112

3"

2,691

4,830

3 1/2"

3,071

5,512

4"

3,43 2

6,160

Media collections is our only business.
Fast resolution of ad sales
payment disputes.
NY location/World-wide capabilities.
Superior track record.
Call: George Stella, Attorney.
Former NBC/Katz/Petty Sales Manager.
Circle Reader Service # 188

More Resource Directory ...

RESOURCE DIRECTORY..
COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE

FINANCIAL/BROKERS

Jefferson-Pilot Data Services, Inc..— 901-762-8000
Offers computer software products for single/combo/
network radio to handle sales, traffic, accounting and
more. Contact Susan Harris for more information.
StationBase .. 1-800-359-2818 or 602 -545-7363
Provides mailing lists on computer diskette or
labels of AM, FM and television stations in the
United States.
EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

T
HE S
ECRET'S O
UT— D
IGITAL F
URNITURE

FINANCING
"Loans By Phone"
(800) 699-FLEX

MANAGEMENT/SALES CONSULTANTS
Star Media Group, Inc.

214-713-85oo

Radio's full-service Financial Specialist. Investment
marketing and promotion.
LEGAL

FAST. EASY APPROVALS
We Specialize in Broadcasting Equipment
No Tax Returns/Financial Statements Necessary
You Choose Equipment and Dealer
New or Used Equipment
For Information Call Jeff Wetter Toll-Free.
24hr. fax: (214) 578-0944.

FLEXLEASE,

Inc.

Protect Yourself.
Call the
Industry's Lawyer.

COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING
Circle Reader Service # 165
Star Media Group, Inc.
214-713-85ot)
Radio's Full- Service Financial Specialists. Brokerage, Investment Banking and Merger & Acquisition Consulting.
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
MODULAR FLEXIBILITY WITH A (
It,' ( Mier sh Urged line. of Studio turieitatif
413 ICow Sikh, Sn,.,,.
ue 1,, (
room 619/648.4filli
III f.1.1 ,10/11 I
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II

MURPHY

SILDIO FURNITURE

Circle Reader Service #176
Sentry Systems
1-800-426-9o82
or 206-728-2741 Compact Disc Automation for 24hour walk-away. Digital Commercial Audio Systems.
FINANCIAL/BROKERS

THE
RESTRICTED
CASH FLOW

Call Your Personal Consultant
Denise Smith

1-800-553-5679

CFM

CASH Ft
E Maw/ MIF

We specialize in operating capital
lor the radio industry
Circle Reader Service #170
Gary Stevens & Co.
2o3-966-6465
America's leading independent radio broker.
Fax 203-966-6522
Media Services Group, Inc.
904-28 5-3239
Brokerage, Valuations, Financial Services,
Asset Management, and Due Diligence. George
R. Reed.
Satterfield & Perry, Inc.
303-239-667o
Radio, TV and Cable Brokers, Appraisers, Consultants and NR Funding — nationwide.

tare

Country Radio Broadcasters
615-327-4487
Presenters of the Country Radio Seminar. For more
info call 615-327-4487. Fax 615-329-4492
NAB
1-80o-545-5728
National Association of Broadcasters provides
management, research, legal, technical, sales
and marketing help to members, lobbies for
radio and holds the NAB Radio Show.
N.A.R.T.S.H.
61 7-437 -9757
National Association of Radio Talk Show Hosts,
a non-profit organization of professionals encompassing all aspects of talk broadcasting.
PROMAX
213-465-3777
PROMAX is an international association of
professionals in the electronic media dedicated to increasing the effectiveness of promotion and marketing.

BARRY
SKIDELSKY
Attorney at Law

655 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10021
(212) 832-4800

MARKETING AND PROMOTION
ACTION AUCTION

812-847-9830

Unique one day promotion trades merchandise
with non- radio advertisers and sells to listeners
who call and bid by phone. Complete package,
including auctioneer. Works in all size markets.
Over ten years in business. Make $15-$40K in one
day. Fax 812-847-0167

RTNDA
202-659-6510
Radio-Television News Directors Association is a
non-profit, professional organization dedicated
to improving the quality of radio and television
journalism and defending the rights of radio and
television journalists. Fax 202 -223-4007
We exist to help you make $$$$
Call for Details
1-800-998-2153

COMPLETE TARGET MARKETING,
SALES AND PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS

Radio

•Database 8list Management
•Direct Moil • Market Research • Telemarketing
•Soles Consulting • Sweepstakes
•Medio Placement • Integrated Campaigns
•Creative 8Design Services
•Printing 8Print Production

Radio Advertising Bureau
Circle Reader Service # 196
MANAGEMENT/SALES CONSULTANTS

2041 S.W. 3rd Ave. • Miami FL 33129-1449
Phone ( 305) 858-9524
Fax ( 305) 859-8777

Dave Gifford International...5o5-989-7oo7
Sales turnarounds and troubleshooting. In-sta-

Circle Reader Service 4195

tion and group owner sales training. Sales management & advertiser seminars. New account
sales and client development. Takeover counsel
to first station owners.

Broadcast Products, Inc.
1-800- 433 -8460
Custom promotional vehicles and portable displays
for broadcasters. The Remote Booth",Thundertnicr,
Super Roving Radio" and Prose".
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RESOURCE DIRECTORY.....ed
NETWORKS

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

"Press 1for the Ski Report,
Press 2 for concert information,
Press 3 for school closings,
Press 4 for traffic updates "
Make $$$$ using aphone
line! The Telephone Info
System makes it easy!
HENRY ENGINEERING
tel (818) 355-3856 fax (818) 355-0077
Circle Reader Service # 198

Satellite delivered

CHR

service for $ 495 amonth.

M

oNE
CHANNEL

Yes, $ 495 amonth!
krerica% oniy satellite delivered Cl-iR
Avoikible 6PM-6M Monday-Friday and dl

weekend
Call Music Channel One today

for market availably.

1-800-800-0107

Communication Graphics Inc...1-800-331-4438
Your decals are one of the best visual images you
have that your listeners see each and every day.
Communication Graphics can offer you design &
consulting as well as great bumper stickers that
last. Producing aproduct you're proud of is one
of the most important things we do. It lets you
build instead of replace.

The Mystery
Files of Simon Oe
Rd( lip% Mou F,(Inott%
()l x' MII kin .Mysteries
40

Creative Marketing aCommunications

Corp.

1-800-845-8477
Circle Reader Service # 166
Creative Media Management, Inc.813-536-9450
Direct mail and telemarketing for radio...business
mailers, personalized letters, post cards, sweepstakes and database creation/management.

Circle Reader Service # 193
PRODUCTION
This Las Vegas style one-armed bandit
distributes custom printed "coupons,"
Incentive offers" or "prizes."
WIN NEW BUSINESSII
• Riverboat Casinos
• Indian Gaming Facilities
• Shopping Malls
• Car Dealers
Call today for information on how you can
start winning new business
14
with the Jackpot Machine

i

Phone 1/800-621-6949

PR O
M
O
TI O
N
S619/360-4266
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Circle Reader Service # 171
Bob Wood
315-682-7446
NC VOICEOVER SPECIALIST. Fax script (315-6998484) for free demo cassette test drive. Limited

1'i IF I
NTEItHAZ
AI)K)
serihigio,/,,,

"An amazing sales itoolre

time offer.
Jeff Davis Productions

uti,,,,,:for

310 -288 -7944

The voice of leff Davis (WLS/Chicago, k - EARTH im/Los
Angeles) on your station's promos. Fax 818 -763 4800

sou _ INTri:11)

PROGRAMMING CONSULTANTS
The Radio Marketing Dept., Inc. . 201-993-8717
Direct Mail, Telemarketing and Database Service.
Serving the Broadcast Industry since 1981.

BILLBOARD &
MEDIA PLACEMENT

BP Consulting Group
I.- Soo-426-9082
or 206 -728 -2741 Radio music format consulting.
Music and audience research.

RD Majestic—
Aluminum frame is

We specialize in
trade agreements.
Let us do your placements and
YOU KEEP YOUR CASH CLIENTS
We place Billboards, TV,
Taxi-cab and Bus signs.

Call T.J. Donnelly at
817-595 -455 0
West End Media
Circle Reader Service # 179
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David Paul McNamee
813-576-8958
Customized. Programming, personality,
promotion.

lighter and

40%

25%

J.R. Russ Programming & Research ••• 21 5-494 -0910
Specializing in CHR, Hot NC, HITROCK' formats
and AM radio! AFFORDABLE CONSULTING, DIARY

stronger

than the Originals
10 x 10 or 10 x20 includes

REVIEWS, IN- MARKET VISITS.

a heavy duty carry bag.

IS SPANISH RADIO FOR YOU?...

Circle Reader Service # 177
PROGRAMMING
Broadcast Programming
or

1-800-426-9082
206-728-2741

Radio Music formats on CDs and tape. The local
alternative to satellite programming.

We can help! Call TOP SOUND
Spanish Consultants (818) 841-0078
Ricardo Salazar

More
Resource
Directory ...

Nr.1154:5)

RESOURCE DIRECTORY.......,
RESEARCH

SERVICES

Center for Radio Information _ 1-80o-359-9898
Radio/TV station databases, labels, radioscan.
All types of Arbitron analysis.Fax 914-265-4459

National Supervisory Network _ 303-949-7774
Satellite services including digital audio networks, off premise control services, data networks and space time.

Till \ IISEleADIO ¡URI
Selling Ioda)... num Wing for lissome

1-800-INTEREP
Stadlen Radio Associates, Inc.._ 319-365-0410
Specializing in AC and Lite AC programming...top
loo markets, limited client base; highly individualized service and attention. Fax 319-365-0567

Remote Equipment Rentals ... 410-252-8351
Hear 50-8000 Hz audio response from your
next remote for much less than costly TELCO
loops by renting GENTNER EFT- 3000 or
COMREX 3XP/3XR
Skywatch Weather Center
1-800-759-9282
Rain or shine, here's acustom formatted, personalized and localized weather forecasting system
your audience will stay tuned for every day.

AccuWeather, Inc.
814
-2 37 -0 3
09
The Worlds' Weather Leader, 619 W. College Avenue,
State College, PA 16801 Fax: 814-238-1339

Bill Burton
313-6 43 -7455
Radio's most enthusiastic speaker/motivator. Outstanding sound and slide presentations on Radio. Fax 313-649-3180

FORMAT CHANGE?
NEED ALoco F
AST?

Dave Gifford International...505-989-7007
Sales turnarounds and troubleshooting. In- sta-

LOGO DESIGN
FROM $
249!

tion and group owner sales training. Sales management 8( advertiser seminars. New account
sales and client development. Takeover counsel
to first station owners.

Call Today!
Toll Free 1-800-i31-4438

ommunication
raphics Inc
Circle Reader Service #183

FREE NEWSLETTER
T
HE BUSINESS OF BROADCASTING

FAXED MONTHLY, FREE-OF-CHARGE.
I
NFORMATIVE, TIMELY ARTICLES ON
RESEARCH, PROGRAMMING, SALES,
RADIO TRENDS AND MORE.
WRITTEN BY RADIO PROFESSIONALS.
F
AX (719) 579-6664 OR
CALL (800) 800-0107
FOR ASAMPLE ISSUE.
NOOBLIGATION!

IS

BROADCAST

SERVICES

Circle Reader Service # 187

11 IF. IYEERFle .11)10 S'IpRE
! mummy

I- 800-1N1TR El'

RAINO
INK 56

PAM LONTOS PROVEN TECHNI Q UES
WILL MAKE YOUR STATION MORE
MONEY... FAST !
•SEMINARS • SPEAKING • A UDIO TAPES
*
.PAIN LONT OS IS # 1 AT TRAINING

NEW AND EXPEREINCED
SALESPEOPLE

...

SHE KNOWS

WHAT WORKS ON THE STREETS AND
CAN TEACH YOUR SALESPEOPLE. -

G EORGE G REEN,

KABC /Los A NGELES

Tie INTEREPAZADIO STORE
seniNgroaer... /Naomiimg for Tomorrow

We can offer you design & consulting
as well as bumper stickers that last.

idling Today...Imam alingjor

W HAT WOULD
YOU GIVE TO
DOUBLE YOUR
BILLING?

SPEAKER/TRAINING

SERVICES

EXECUTIVE

SPEAKER/TRAINING

714-831-8861

-800-INTER El)
Chris Lytle.
800-255-9853
Power Selling. Chris Lytle's newest video sales
training program. Call for details on both programs.

Special pricing available NOW.

David Paul McNamee
813-576-8958
Customized training seminars specializing in
talent training, promotion, production, localization programming, talent management, community involvement.

Circle Reader Service # 186
SYNDICATED PROGRAMS

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR RADIO

Revenue Development Systems
617-689-0695
Co-op/Vendor training seminars and custom
consulting. The only ongoing vendor sales training course in the U.S.! In three days you'll be
vendorized! Call for information, locations and
dates. Kathryn Biddy Maguire.
Bob Weed, Master Trainer
203-227-1762
RELATIONSHIP MARKETING MAKES BIGGER SALES!
Over to,o00 radio professionals trained in relationship marketing. "The best meeting we've had
in 20 years." Sales department startups, turnarounds and advertiser seminars. Call today for
RADIO INK discount.
SPEECHES/CREATIVE WRITING
Katy Bachman
203/353-8717
Communications that work. Copy that compels.
Promotions that build both your bottom line and
image. Experienced, published writer with more
than 13 years in broadcasting and more than 9years
in radio research promotions. Call now. Let me help
your station get its voice heard and remembered.

has been aTV success for more than a
decade. By popular demand it is now
available for radio as 5segments
weekly of 40- seconds each. For
complete details, call
Mark Carlton,

CD11

00'1217
BEAUX RUM
.41111i,

713/792-4633.

Circle Reader Service #167
TRAVEL
Carlson Travel Network/Media Travel USA
1-800-283-8747
CTN Media Travel USA specializes in the travel
needs of broadcasters. Call to save time and money
on your next corporate meeting or incentive trip.
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Even If This Is Your Budget...
You Can Still Get the Traffic
and News Information
Your Station Needs.
As amanager, your job will become increasingly challenging in the coming years. Duopolys,
IPO's, tighter margins and increased competition will force you to become more resourceful
and creative in order to create the best possible product while meeting or exceeding your
company's goals.
Metro Networks can provide all the news and information your listeners expect at asavings,
thereby improving your product while maintaining or increasing your bottom line. When
you consider this, can you afford not to have Metro Networks on your team?

METRO NETWORKS
TRAFFIC • NEWS • SPORTS • WEATHER
1-800-800-NEWS

arde Reader Service # 131

In honor of his

eArbitron is looking for entries in its third

50th

birthday,

annual Great Radio Promotion competi-

WLS Chicago talk

tion. Designed to celebrate the best Ra-

host Ty Wansley

dio creative work which sells Radio ( not
just aparticular station) as an advertising
medium. Spots will be judged on a "clear
compelling message" showing that Radio is apowerful medium. The winner
will be announced at the Radio Mercury
Awards on June 15 in New York. Two
tapes for each spot are required on 1/4
inch reel ( no cassettes) labeled and in a
tape box. Send entries to Arbitron at 142
West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019.

and Ed Vrdolyak
shocked syndicated

TV

talk

show host Jerry
Springer with a
surprise on- air
party with celebrity callers.

elf you're curious about the information
super highway, the NAB is providing an

exhibit of emerging technologies during
the upcoming NAB. Speaking of new
technologies, many companies are releasing new products at the spring show.
Many new audio workstations will debut
including anew series from Fairlight ( 213460-4884) allowing recording on 24
tracks. Telex (612-884-4051) is introducing anew series of cassette duplicators. Gentner (801-975-7200) will unveil anew telephone interfacing technology known as DCT. It is said to be a
revolutionary development in studio
phone systems. The company is also
unveiling alink between phone technology and hard disk audio systems with the
announcement oían alliance with Arrakis
(303-224-2248). This technology will
provide amultitude of possibilities utiliz-

Radio AAHS DJ Bruce Barker interviews
TV stars Shelley Fabares of Coach and
Shane Sweet from Married With Children along with Radio AAHS' newest
DJ, 12- year- old Jennifer Gonzalez.

ing phones with hard disk broadcast systems. Circuit Research Labs (800-5357648) will be showing aseries of new
noise reduction systems utilizing an IC
chip technology.
Look for Jim Hightower to turn afew heads
as he begins hosting anational talk show

Proven
Remote Power!

on ABC Radio starting in May. Hightower
is America's most popular populist. For
information call 214-991-9zoo.

•Fast, Easy Set- Up & Take- Down
•High Profile & Remote Visibility

eThe producers of Radio Computer Maga-

•Highly Profitable and
Self Liquidating
•Immediate Delivery!

Broadcast Products, Inc.

1-800-433-8460

P.O. Box 2500 • Elkhart, IN 46515
Circle Reader Service # 132
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zine, aone- hour computer show for the
WFMS

Indianapolis'

morning team of

Charlie Morgan and Jim Denny (on steam-

PC user, has reached an agreement to air
on the Sun Radio Network for another year.
For information call 800-572-9204. à

roller) set out to "crush" winter. Listeners

SEND PHOTOS

donated ice scrapers, earmuffs, snow shov-

of your organization's major events to:

els and the like for the station to crush in
rebellion to the cold winter weather.

Grapevine, do Radio Ink, 8000 N. Federal
Highway, Boca Raton, FL 33487.
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STREET
music from

I'll.., r

rI

m

I11
11L14f

OMEN MBE WINNER
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE

Produced by Bruce Springsteen and Chuck Plotkin.
Album available on Epic Soundtrax.

COLL 1131

Columba, Reg U S Pa

IL Igf Of I Iff àf off RagosIrada

C IRO.

Sony Mug.° frflertunafenf Inc

Pill

EVENTS CALENDAR
1994
March 14- 17— Second International
Symposium on DAB, Toronto. 613-241-9333

Aug.

14-16 — Arkansas

Broadcasters

Las

Association Annual Convention, Little Rock,
AR. 800-844-3216

2o- 24— National Association of

Aug. 25- 27- 48th Annual West Va.
Broadcasters Association Convention,

March

18- 21— Broadcast

Association Annual
Vegas. 202-429-5354
March

Aug. 1-4 — TS2 Exhibit Industry Conference
& Exposition, Chicago. 7o3-876-o9oo

Education

Convention,

Broadcasters Annual Convention, Las
Vegas. 202-429-530o or 80o- 342-246o

White Sulpher Springs, WV. 304-744 -21 43

March 24— American Women in Radio and
Television's 19th Annual National

Broadcasters 54th Annual Fall Conference,
Bend, OR. 503-257-3041

Commendation Awards, New York City.
212-302-3399

Sept. 23- 25— North Carolina Association
of Broadcasters Annual Convention,

March 24— National Association of Black

Pinehurst, NC. 919-821-7300

Owned Broadcasters loth
Communications
Awards
Washington, DC. 202-463-8970

Oct. 4-6—CES(i Mexico '
94, Mexico City.

April

Annual
Dinner,

24- 28— National Christian

Radio

Seminar, Nashville, TN. 615-373-8000
April 27- 30— Classical Music Broadcasters
Association

Convention,

Los Angeles.

Sept.

9- 11— Oregon

Association

of

202-457-8728

Oct. 6- 8- 45th Annual Minnesota
Broadcasters Association Convention,
Willmar, MN. 612-926-8123.
Oct. 12-15 — Radio '
94 Convention, sponsored
by NAB, Los Angeles. 202-429-5409

415-986-2151
May 11- 14- 4-A's Annual Convention, White
Sulphur Springs, WV. 212-682-2500
May 22- 25— Broadcast Cable Financial
Management Association and Broadcast
Cable Credit Association 34th Annual
Conference, San Diego, CA. 708-296-020o
June 1- 4— American Women in Radio and
Television 43rd National Convention,
Minneapolis, MN. 202-429-5102

1995

May 21-24 — Broadcast Cable Financial
Management Association and Broadcast
Cable Credit Association 35th Annual
Conference, Las Vegas. 708-296-02cm
July 21- 23— North Carolina Association of
Broadcasters Annual Convention, Asheville,
NC. 919-821-7300

1994 Arbitron Survey Dates

June 8-11—PROMAX International and
Broadcast
Designers Association

• Winter Jan. 6- March 30

Conference and Exposition, New Orleans.
213-465-3777

• Spring March 31-June 22
• Summer June 23- Sept. 14
• Fall Sept. 22- Dec. 14

June 9- 11- 2nd Montreaux International
Radio Symposium and Technical
Exhibition, Montreaux, Switzerland.
++41

21 963

32

20

FAX YOUR ORGANIZATION'S EVENTS TO:
Events Calendar, c/o Radio Ink,
40 7-995 -8 498.

June 15-1994 Radio Mercury Awards Event,
New York. 212-387-2156

RADIO
INK
&

Premier Management

Editor-In-Chief/Publisher
B. Eric Rhoads, CRMC/CRSM
Executive Editor
Reed Bunzel
West Coast Office:
Office: 408-625-3076 FAX 408-625-196o
Executive Editor Emeritus/Los Angeles
Dwight Case
Managing Editor
Anne Snook
Copy Editor
Wendy McManamon
Contributing Writers
Dan Acree, Dave Anthony, Ellyn Ambrose,
Katy Bachman, Corinne Baldassano,
Rob Balon, Cliff Berkowitz, Ted Bolton,
Rhody Bosley, Bill Burton, Holland Cooke,
Sharon Crain, Vincent M. Ditingo,
John Fellows, Chris Gable, Dave Gifford,
Ray Holbrook, E. Karl, Bob Keith,
Philip J. LeNoble, Pam Lontos, John Lund,
Chris Lytle, Kathryn Maguire, Val Maki,
Mike McDaniel, Rick Ott, Bob Pedder,
Roy Pressman, Mark Ramsey,
Jack M. Rattigan, Walter Sabo, Victoria Seitz,
William P. SufFa, Jack Trout and Guy Zapoleon
Art Director
Linda DeMastry
Press Photographer
Bruce " Flash" Cooley
Marketing/Circulation Director
Tom Elmo
General Sales Manager
Yvonne Harmon, CRSM
National Sales Manager
Chuck Renwick
Marketing Consultants
Helen R. Brown
Nancy Jo Rehling
Office Manager
Joan Benca
Credit Manager
Janet Goodfield

June 16-18— Missouri Broadcasters
Association Annual Convention, Branson,
MO. 314-636-6692

BONUS

Receptionist/Office Clerk
Tonya Hicks

your salespeople

Editorial Assistant
Sandra Vincent

June 23- 26— National Association of
Radio Talk Show Hosts Sixth Annual

with their own

Washington, D. C. Counsel
Michael H. Bader
Haley, Bader & Potts

Convention and Exhibition,
Angeles. 617-437-9757
July

7- 10— Annual

Upper

Los

Midwest

Communications Conclave, Minneapolis,
MN. 612-927-4487
July 15- 16— Oklahoma Association of
Broadcasters Summer Meeting, Checotah,
OK. 405-848-0771
July

17- 18— California

Broadcasters

Association Annual Summer Convention,
Monterey, CA. 916-444-2237

INK
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subscription
for ajob well-done.
1-800-226-7857

RAD40
INK

Radio Ink Mission Statement For Readers:
Radio Ink is apositive Radio industry resource designed to
continually educate readers by providing fresh, stimulating and
actionable ideas in marketing, sales and programming along
with refreshers on the basics. Content is zoo percent related to
Radio, quick-to- read, with a no- bias editorial balance, giving
equal emphasis to all formats, market sizes and geographic
regions. All editorial material is geared toward building the
success of our readers, their stations and the Radio industry
overall.
Radio Ink Mission Statement For Advertisers:
Radio Ink provides an upbeat, first-class, pro- Radio environment for advertisers wishing to associate their product with
positivism, productivity and quality. Radio Ink strives to
provide enhanced results and added value by offering strong,
widespread, loyal readership of industry decision- makers. We
make our customers our most important asset by providing
services which focus on their needs.

To Subscribe Call: 1-80o-226-7857
40 7-995 -90 75
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WITH T
APSCAN'S N
EW S
OFTWARE S
YSTEMS, YOU C
AN L
EAVE
Y
OUR C
OMPETITION WITH EGG O
NTHEIR FACE.
For over adecade, TAPSCAN has re-defined the way in which radio is bought and sold. This year will be no
exception. NAB ' 94 will be your opportunity to grab asneak peek at our Windows' system. The new interface
gives our tried-and-true TAPSCAN system limitless flexibility and speed. PROSPECTOR' will give you the ability to
determine who is aviable prospect to advertise on your station, and SalesSCAN" gives you the means to handle
this mountain of information. Last year's hit, Retail Spending Power", has been beefed up as well. RSP version
3.0 sports new service categories as well as dozens of retail categories. Call us today or come by Booth 1325.
You'll see what you want. You'll like what you see.

TAPSCAN

INCORPORATED

.0111=1311
3000 RIVERCHASE GALLERIA • EIGHTH FLOOR
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35244 • 205-987-7456
BOSTON • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • TORONTO • VANCOUVER
Retail Spending Power, Prospector and SaleeSCAN are trademark, of TAPSCAN, Inc. CI994
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Check out the full dozen at NAB '94, Booth 1325.
Circle Reader Service # 134

BLAST FROM THE PAST'

FevynNews, 630 /
y,M)/////,
»Vile lo you by BANG Go, /in

Is This What Bill
Clinton Grew Up
Listening To?
KCON Conway, AR (If you
say it with asouthern drawl,
it sounds like K- Corn) Chief
Engineer and air personality

Herman

Stermer was

known as " Ye Ole Cowpuncher" and is seen here
opening fan mail. Though
Herman died in the ' 6os,
the

legend

of his antics

lives on in the market. The
station says they still have
the Western Electric console (complete with manual)
and the turntable pictured.
(Circa 1950).
SEND US YOUR OLDIES!
We're looking for old photos! (They will be returned.) Send them to: " BLAST," do RADIO INK, 8000 North Federal Highway, Boca Raton, FL 33487.
Put your name and address on the back of each photo with " please return." Include adescription of the photo and any people pictured.

ADVERTISER
INDEX
AKG Acoustics

"I've worked with Chris Porter and Mike Henry in
three different markets since 1986...in Houston,
Washington and Albany. Each and every time our
projects were completed successfully, on time...
and the respective stations had great books.
These aren't your typical research geeks they're radio guys."
Ed Levine - Consultant, WPYX-FM/Albany
President, WKLR-AM/FM & VVTKW-FM/Syracuse, WKLL-FM/Utica

17, 63

BIA Publications
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Bonneville International Corp

25

Broadcast Direct Marketing

39

Broadcast Products, Inc.
CBSI
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Columbia Records

59

Computer Concepts Corporation

29

Coyote Metalworks

26

Dave Gifford International
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Executive Broadcast Services

50

First Flash

20

Griffin Reports, The

37

Hanevan Financial Services
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Impact Target Marketing

27

International E- Z Up

24

ITC/DigiCenter

4

Lontos Sales & Motivation

49

Media Venture Partners
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Metro Networks

57

National Supervisory Network

51

Nationwide Communications

23

Paragon Research

62

Pioneer

3

Prophet Systems

45

Radio Concepts, Inc.

7

Radio Phone

Paragon Research
The Research Company of Choice

Reef Industries

21

Smarts Broadcast Systems

36

Tapscan

61

Team Sports Radio, Inc.

6

Ted Hepburn Company, The
TM Century

Contad Mike Henry to discuss programming research options for your station — (303) 922-5600

47

United Press International

43
2, 32,

33
31

Yoffie/Gallup

18

Wheatstone Corp

64

WOR Radio Network

19
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Audiences never age.
Music never changes.
Formats always stay the same.

And Digital is just a passing phase.

,ce8e Cefetémoce.8200 e e)coceaacfre.

m rm.

We created the first successful all-digital sound
processor to give FM stations absolute flexibility.
Be able to adapt to new music, personalities, or
formats. Tailor sound to attract new audiences.
And have the ability to upgrade with simple,
inexpensive software— instead of tossing out an
entire capital investment.

Somehow, that makes alot more sense to us
than trying to compete in today's radio market
with outdated analog technology But we could
be wrong. Dead wrong. After all, digital could be
just apassing phase. Elvis could really be living
in Cincinnati. And WICRP could be the future
Damn.

orbon.
H

A Harman International Company

1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone 1.510 • 351.3500 Fax 1* 510 • 351•0500.
© 1994 AKG Acoustics, Inc. Orban and OPT1MOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective companies.
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Every C

Has One.

•

ber One Station.
CÍO On- Air Console is for you.

\ifVheatftone

l-ar

rite #137

7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212
(tel 315-452-5000 / fax 315-452-0160)

